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4. Water resources
This chapter outlines how water resources are managed in 
the Victoria’s North and Murray water resource plan area. 
It includes the key water resources and features in the 
Northern Victoria and Victorian Murray water resource 
plan areas (surface water) and the Goulburn-Murray water 
resource plan area (groundwater).

4.1 Managing water resources: types of water resource supply systems

Rivers in Victoria’s North and Murray water resource plan area vary from unregulated, like the 
Yea River, a tributary of the Goulburn, to semi-regulated like the Ovens River to the highly 
regulated Goulburn River. 

4.1.1 Unregulated surface water systems

An unregulated catchment is one that does not contain a storage such as a dam or weir, which 
significantly alters and regulates the flow of the river downstream. An unregulated catchment 
may contain rivers, creeks and many small waterways, and in the case of several unregulated 
catchments in Victoria, can extend well over 1,000 km2 in area.

Unregulated catchments are all undeclared which means that entitlements are bundled. 
Bundled entitlements provides for both the take and use of water. In unregulated catchments, 
entitlements to water include take and use licences and bulk entitlements (see Chapter 7). 

All water taken for commercial or irrigation purposes in unregulated catchments must be 
licensed, including water taken from harvesting dams. Water taken by urban water corporations 
is authorised under a bulk entitlement or a take and use licence. The licences are called take and 
use licences or section 51 licences after the relevant section of the Victorian Water Act. The use 
of water, and trade of licences between users, is managed by Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW) in 
accordance with Ministerial trading rules (Minister for Water, 2014). (See Chapter 7). 

In unregulated surface water systems, the volume of water taken and the impact on the 
environment is managed by specifying limits on the timing and the rate of take in bulk 
entitlements and take and use licences. The volume of water which can be extracted by 
consumptive users is further limited by restricting or banning take by take and use licence 
holders during times of low flow. While above cap water remains in the unregulated system, it 
provides for environmental and other shared benefits (see Section 12.4.3).

Any water not allocated through entitlements is above cap water. For more information on above 
cap water see Section 7.2.2.4 and Section 12.4.3.1. When above cap water in an unregulated 
system flows into a storage it will become regulated and support the needs of the regulated 
system. Depending on the rules in the bulk entitlement for the regulated system, this water may 
be stored or released as a passing flow. 
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A range of water management arrangements have been developed for unregulated streams in 
Victoria’s North and Murray water resource plan area, examples include:

• a water supply protection area has been declared for the Upper Ovens River. A management 
plan was developed by a consultative committee and approved by the Minister for Water 
(GMW, 2012). This plan is an integrated water management plan which manages surface water 
and groundwater 

• local management plans have been developed and published (http://www.g-mwater.com.au/
water-resources/surface-water/unregulated-local-management-rules) for all other 
significant unregulated streams in the Northern Victoria water resource plan area. These 
communicate how the water corporation intends to manage the resource in an identified area 
or for a specified resource. Typically, these identify trigger levels for water users to stop 
pumping to support the protection of baseflows.

4.1.2 Regulated surface water systems

A regulated system is controlled or regulated by infrastructure such as water storages or weirs 
which impede the flow of water and allow the water to be released when it is required. The stored 
water can be controlled and released to supply urban, industrial, agricultural and environmental 
needs. 

Regulated systems can either be declared (under section 6A of the Victorian Water Act) or 
undeclared. In declared systems, water entitlements have been unbundled from land and split 
into a water share (an entitlement to a share of the resource) and a water-use licence or water-
use registration (authorising the use of water on land or for specified uses) (for more information 
see Section 7.2.2). Unbundled entitlements provide flexibility for water users to manage their 
water use and their risks through easier water trades. The Ovens, Broken, Goulburn, Campaspe, 
Loddon and Murray systems were declared in 2007. 

In undeclared systems, water entitlements remain bundled as take and use licences. Bulk 
entitlements exist in both declared and undeclared systems. A list of rivers and creeks in 
northern Victoria and whether they are declared or undeclared, regulated or unregulated can 
be found in Table 4-1. 

Storages can be either in-stream or off-stream. In-stream storages are fed by a water 
catchment with a dam built across a river. If the storage is built away from a river then the 
storage is called off-stream. Off-stream storages receive water transferred from in-stream 
storages or other sources.

In Victoria off-stream storages fall into two categories. They are either in the unregulated 
regions or are part of a large regulated system. Off-stream storages in unregulated parts of the 
basin are used to store urban town supply by the local urban water corporation and tend to be 
small. An example is the 540 ML Freeburgh Storage off the Ovens River, which is managed by 
North East Water to supply Bright and Porepunkah. 

Large off-stream regulated storages are used to capture water diverted into the storage using 
weirs and channels. Released water returns to the river using other canals. These storages are 
used as mid-catchment harvesting storages to capture unregulated flows that enter the river 
from tributaries downstream of the headworks storages, or when the headworks storage spills. 
An example of an off-stream storage is Waranga Basin.

Water is released from storages in different ways. The most common way is via an outlet valve, 
which can be controlled to release the right volume of water. Most storages have an outlet tower 
built immediately upstream of the dam wall. There may be various inlets at the side of the tower 
leading into the outlet pipe. These allow water from different levels of the reservoir, not just the 
bottom, to pass into the outlet pipe. This allows some control over the quality of water released. 

https://www.g-mwater.com.au/water-resources/surface-water/unregulated-local-management-rules
https://www.g-mwater.com.au/water-resources/surface-water/unregulated-local-management-rules
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Water leaving the outlet usually splashes over rocks or a special concrete buffer which reduces 
the tremendous force of the fast-flowing water and allows it to pass into the river without 
severely eroding the banks.

At some reservoirs water can be released by a turbine which turns a generator to produce 
electricity, for example, at Dartmouth Reservoir and Lake Eildon. All storages have spillways 
which allow water to flow downstream safely when they fill to capacity. 

At diversion weirs such as Goulburn Weir, the purpose of the structure is to create a weir pool 
and raise the water level so that water supplies can be diverted and allowed to flow under 
gravity along a network of channels. In the case of the River Murray, weirs also improve 
navigability of the river.

Goulburn Weir allows diversion of water into three major channels - the Stuart Murray Canal 
alongside the weir and the Cattanach Canal which transfer water to Waranga Basin and the 
western part of the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District, and the East Goulburn Main Channel 
which supplies the eastern part of the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District and the Shepparton 
Irrigation Area, also it can supply the Lower Broken Creek.

Table 4-1: Status of rivers and creeks in Victoria’s North and Murray water resources plan area

River Unregulated Regulated Undeclared Declared

Acheron River X X

Axe Creek X X

Barr Creek X X

Bendigo Creek X X

Bet Bet Creek X X

Big River X X

Birch Creek (above storages) X X

Birch Creek (below storages) X X

Blind Creek X X

Broken River (above Lake 
Nillahcootie)

X X

Broken River (below Lake Nillahcootie) X X

Buckland River X X

Broken Creek (downstream of Caseys 
Weir to East Goulburn Main Channel)

X X

Broken Creek (downstream of East 
Goulburn Main Channel)

X X

Buffalo River (above Lake Buffalo) X X

Buffalo River (below Lake Buffalo) X X

Bullock Creek X X

Bundara River X X
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River Unregulated Regulated Undeclared Declared

Campaspe River (above Lake 
Eppalock)

X X

Campaspe River (below Lake 
Eppalock)

X X

Cobungra River X X

Coliban River (above upper Coliban 
storages)

X X

Coliban River (below upper Coliban 
storages)

X X

Cudgewa Creek X X

Corryong Creek X X

Goulburn River (above Lake Eildon) X X

Goulburn River (below Lake Eildon) X X

Gunbower Creek X X

Holland Creek X X

Kiewa River X X

King River (above Lake William Hovell) X X

King River (below Lake William Hovell) X X

Koetong Creek X X

Little Snowy Creek X X

Lima East Creek X X

Livingston Creek X X

Loddon River (above storage) X X

Loddon River (below storage to 
Loddon Weir)

X X

Loddon River (below Loddon Weir) X X

McIvor Creek X X

Middle Creek X X

Mitta Mitta River (above Dartmouth 
Reservoir)

X X

Mitta Mitta River (below Dartmouth 
Reservoir)

X X

Morses Creek X X

Mt Pleasant Creek X X
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River Unregulated Regulated Undeclared Declared

Murray River (above Lake Hume) X X

Murray River (below Lake Hume) X X

Ovens River (above confluence with 
Buffalo River)

X X

Ovens River (below confluence with 
Buffalo River)

X X X

Pyramid Creek X X

Reedy Creek X X

Rubicon River X X

Running Creek X X

Ryans Creek X X

Serpentine Creek (upstream of the 
channel linking to Bears Lagoon)

X X

Serpentine Creek (downstream of the 
channel linking to Bears Lagoon)

X X

Seven Creeks X X

Sheepwash Creek X X

Simmonds Creek X X

Snowy Creek X X

Thowgla Creek X X

Tullaroop Creek (above storage) X X

Tullaroop Creek (below storage) X X

Yea River X X

Yackandandah Creek X X
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4.1.3 Groundwater systems

Groundwater systems are described at many levels, and because groundwater moves both 
longitudinally and laterally systems will depend on the scale at which you are considering the 
groundwater. For example, groundwater systems as defined by the Basin Plan cover most of 
northern Victoria and are laterally bound by depth and rock type. Each groundwater SDL 
resource unit defined in the Basin Plan encompasses a number of Victoria groundwater 
management units which are the scale which Victoria manages groundwater. Areas of intensive 
groundwater use are incorporated into management plans, these include groundwater 
management areas for which the Victorian Water Act provides the legislative arrangements for 
the delegated authority to manage take in these systems, and or water supply protection areas 
for which a statutory water management plan are prepared to manage take across the system. 
For groundwater management areas water corporations prepare local management rules which 
describe how the authority manages the resources including triggers and rosters and 
restrictions to manage during dry conditions. Licensed take from an aquifer in Victoria is 
managed under caps which are called permissible consumptive volumes. Permissible 
consumptive volumes, limit the volume of water that may be taken for consumptive use, have 
been set for all groundwater management areas and water supply protection areas, except the 
Upper Ovens River water supply protection area where the statutory management plan 
prevents additional licensed volume being issued. 

Groundwater is important to the environment and supports ecosystems that rely on 
groundwater for all or part of their water needs, such as river reaches that gain or lose 
groundwater, wetlands that rely on shallow aquifers or terrestrial vegetation that relies on 
shallow or deeper aquifers.

For more information on groundwater dependent environmental assets see Section 12.5.5.
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4.1.4 Having regard to connectivity

Basin Plan requires Victoria's North and Murray Water Resource Plan to identify and have 
regard to any water resources that have a significant hydrological connections to the water 
resource of the water resource plan area. 

Victoria's North and Murray water resource plan area is included in the Southern Connected 
Basin. The Southern Connected Basin is a combination of the River Murray system and the 
major interconnecting rivers of the River Murray. Those interconnecting rivers are the Ovens, 
Goulburn (and tributary Broken), Campaspe, Loddon and Avoca rivers and Broken Creek in 
Victoria, and the Murrumbidgee River, Billabong Creek and the Great Darling Anabranch in New 
South Wales In South Australia the Southern Connected Basin covers the length of the River 
Murray including Lakes Alexandrina and Albert and the Murray Mouth area as well as the 
Coorong.

The Southern Connected Basin includes the infrastructure on the interconnecting tributaries 
such as in Victoria Eildon Dam and Goulburn Weir on the Goulburn River and Lake Eppalock on 
the Campaspe River, and in New South Wales it includes Burrinjuck Dam, Blowering Dam and the 
various weirs along the Murrumbidgee River system. It also includes river flow interactions with 
the Snowy Mountains Scheme through its releases to the Murray and Murrumbidgee rivers.

The Southern Connected Basin does not include disconnected rivers such as the Lachlan River 
and the Wimmera River.

Regard was had to significant hydrological connections which are displayed in Figure 4-1. These 
connections are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.4, Section 4.3.6 and Section 4.4.6. 
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1. Victoria’s North and Murray Water Resource Plan was prepared having regard to 
the management and use of water resources that have a significant hydrological 
connection to the water resources in the water resource plan area. The following 
significant connections have been identified between the Victorian Murray water 
resource plan area and the Northern Victoria water resource plan area:

a. the Ovens River, Broken River (via Broken Creek), Goulburn River, Campaspe 
River and Loddon River have a significant hydrological connection with the 
River Murray. These rivers are in the Northern Victoria water resource plan area, 
however connect through to the River Murray via the Victorian Murray water 
resource plan area. The connections in the River Murray relate to the NSW 
Murray and Lower Darling water resource plan area, and the South Australian 
River Murray water resource plan area;

b. the Goulburn River has a significant connection to the River Murray via the 
East Goulburn Main Channel which comes off the Goulburn River and diverts 
water into the Lower Broken Creek and the Murray Irrigation Area connecting 
the Northern Victorian water resource plan area to the Victorian Murray water 
resource plan area. 

2. Where surface water is significantly hydrologically connected from the Northern 
Victoria water resource plan area and the Victorian Murray water resource plan 
area into the River Murray the connected resources are primarily managed through 
the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement.

3. Where surface water is significantly hydrologically connected within Victoria, bulk 
entitlements issued under the Water Act 1989 (Vic) contain arrangements for the 
management of those resources. Rules relating to system management and in 
setting those rules consideration is given as to how water is taken by individual 
users from the system.

<<end of accredited text for s10.05(b) of the Basin Plan>>

Basin Plan 
s10.05(b)
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Figure 4-1: Map of significant connections between water resource plan areas, and within water resource plan areas 
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Figure 4-1: Map of significant connections between water resource plan areas, and within water resource plan areas 
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Connections between 
water resource plan areas

Connections within the 
Northern Victoria water 

resource plan area

Connections within the 
Victorian Murray water 

resource plan area

Connections beyond the 
Victoria’s North and Murray 

water resource plan area

1 SS4  
to 

SS2

Ovens River to 
Murray via Ovens 
River

SS6  
to/

from 
SS7

Goulburn River 
and Campaspe 
River through 
Waranga Western 
Channel

SS3 
to 

SS2

Kiewa River to 
Murray River

SS6  
to 

Southern 
Victoria

Goulburn 
River to White 
Swan Reservoir 
(Ballarat) through 
the Goldfields 
Superpipe

2 SS5  
to 

SS2

Upper Broken 
Creek to Lower 
Broken Creek

SS6  
to/

from 
SS8

Goulburn River 
and Loddon River 
through Waranga 
Western Channel

SS6  
to 

Southern 
Victoria

Goulburn 
River to Yan 
Yean Reservoir 
(Melbourne)

3 SS6  
to 

SS2

Goulburn River 
via East Goulburn 
Main Channel 
to Lower Broken 
Creek

SS7  
to 

SS8

Campaspe River 
and Loddon River 
through Waranga 
Western Channel

SS6  
to 

Southern 
Victoria

Goulburn River 
to Sugarloaf 
Reservoir 
(Melbourne) 

4 SS6  
to 

SS2

Goulburn River to 
River Murray

SS5  
to 

SS6

Broken River to 
Goulburn River

SS7 to 
Southern 

Victoria

Lake Eppalock 
to White Swan 
Reservoir 
(Ballarat) through 
the Goldfields 
Superpipe

5 SS7  
to 

SS2

Campaspe River 
to Murray River

SS6  
to 

SS7

Goulburn River 
to Lake Eppalock 
through the 
Goldfields 
Superpipe

6 SS8  
to 

SS2

Loddon River to 
Lower Loddon 

SS7  
to 

SS8

Lake Eppalock to 
Bendigo (Loddon) 
through the 
Eppalock-Bendigo 
pipeline

7 SW2  
to 

SW8

Victoria Murray to 
New South Wales

SS7  
to 

SS8

Upper Coliban 
Storages 
(Campaspe) to 
Bendigo (Loddon)

8 SW2  
to 

SW6

Victoria Murray to 
South Australia

Note: The Figure and corresponding table and Section 4.2.4, Section 4.3.6 and Section 4.4.6 refer to the SDL 
resource unit label to align Victorian surface water basins with the SDL resource units described in the Basin 
Plan.
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4.2 Victorian Murray water resource plan area

4.2.1 Victorian Murray Basin (SS2)

The upper River Murray Basin forms the catchment for Hume Reservoir and covers an area of 
1,528,000 hectares across Victoria and New South Wales. The catchment extends across the 
Great Dividing Range from Forest Hill to Mt Hotham, to the River Murray which forms the north 
and east sides of the Victorian part of the upper River Murray Basin.

Flows are regulated by Lake Hume, which is owned by WaterNSW, and Dartmouth Reservoir, 
which is owned by Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW). Both these dams are operated by the 
Murray-Darling Basin Authority under the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement. Under the 
agreement the regulated flow in the River Murray at Albury, which includes inflows from the 
Kiewa River, is shared equally by New South Wales and Victoria, subject to those states 
contributing equally to the annual flows guaranteed to South Australia of 1,850,000 ML in a 
normal year. 

The upper River Murray Basin gains approximately 600,000 ML per year from inter-basin 
transfers through the Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric Scheme which is shared in the same way 
as natural flows.

The Victorian Murray regulated system supplies water to a number of irrigation areas and 
private diverters. These include the Murray Valley and Torrumbarry Irrigation Areas, Tresco and 
Nyah irrigation districts managed by GMW and Robinvale, Red Cliffs, Mildura and Merbein 
Irrigation Districts managed by Lower Murray Water. 

These are described in the Murray irrigation areas section (see Section 4.2.3).

Table 4-2: Upper Murray Basin key statistics

Catchment area Upper Murray: 2% of the Murray–Darling Basin (combined with New 
South Wales)

Mitta Mitta: 0.9% of the Murray–Darling Basin

Annual streamflow 2,550 GL per year (Hume Dam unregulated inflow)

River length Upper Murray: 300 km source to Hume Dam

Mitta Mitta: 204 km

Major tributaries Upper Murray: Koetong, Cudgewa, Corryong and Thowgla Creeks 
and Mitta Mitta River

Mitta Mitta: Big, Bundara and Cobungra Rivers, Snowy, Little Snowy 
and Livingstone Creeks

Major towns/cities Wodonga, Tallangatta, Dartmouth, Eskdale and Mitta Mitta

Major water storages Dartmouth (3,856 GL)

Lake Hume (3,005 GL)

Key water users Hydro-electricity, urban water supply and domestic and stock
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4.2.1.1 Land and stream network

The Victorian part of the upper Murray Basin covers 1,015,00 ha and is split into two sections, the 
Mitta Mitta Basin and the northern section of the basin which drains into the Victorian bank of 
the River Murray. 

The Mitta Mitta River catchment covers an area of 1,006,200 ha and comprises the upper 
tributaries of the Mitta Mitta River including the Big, Bundara, and Cobungra Rivers and the 
Hollands and Livingstone Creeks, draining water from the High Plains through a dissected 
landscape. The Victorian Upper Murray catchment covers 8,800 ha and includes Corryong, 
Cudgewa and Thowgla creeks.

Rising on the high plains beneath Mt Bogong, the upper reaches and tributaries of the Mitta 
Mitta River drain through deeply dissected forests. The main channel of the Mitta Mitta River 
forms at the confluence of Cobungra River and the Big River, and then flows northwards through 
near-pristine forest to Dartmouth Dam. 

The River Murray is Australia's longest river and it has its headwaters in the Australian Alps and 
drains out to sea in South Australia at Lake Alexandrina. As discussed in Section 4.1.4 the River 
Murray is the main river in the Southern Connected Basin. The river itself forms the boarder 
between New South Wales and Victoria with the river itself lying in New South Wales. Irrigation 
development along the River Murray began in the 1890s. Weirs and dams were constructed 
along the river throughout the 1900s to regulate water flow and service irrigation areas. The 
main weirs included Torrumbarry Weir, Yarrawonga Weir and Mildura Weir. Hume Dam was 
constructed in 1928 and then expanded in 1961, and Dartmouth Reservoir was built in 1979. 

Lake Victoria in the lower Murray area in New South Wales is operated to capture unregulated 
flows from the central Murray reach and to regulate the supply water to South Australia. The 
Mid-Murray storages are also important mid-catchment storages which are operated to capture 
the increased unregulated flows that were a result of the decommissioning of Lake Mokoan in 
the Broken Basin (see Section 4.3.2). They are also operated to supply water to the Torrumbarry 
Irrigation Area. 

4.2.1.2 Rainfall and surface hydrology

Climate varies widely over the area and topography is the single most important factor affecting 
this. Generally rainfall increases according to elevation, with the highest annual average rainfall 
in the catchment of the River Murray and Mitta Mitta River in the south west, and decreases as 
the River Murray flows west and north. 

Along the Mitta Mitta River, mean annual flow can triple from Hinnomunjie in the south to 
Tallangatta in the north. Highest flows are in October and are attributed to the spring snow melt.

Dartmouth is the largest storage on the Murray-Darling Basin and has capacity to hold up to 
40 percent of the water in the Murray-Darling Basin. It is operated as a drought reserve for 
Murray resources. Lake Hume operates as a ‘fill and spill’ storage which is drawn down over 
summer and filled over winter/spring. 
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Water recovery

In the Basin Plan, the Mitta Mitta catchment is included in the Victorian Murray surface 
water SDL resource unit. This SDL resource unit applies to the upper and central catchment 
area on the Victorian side of the River Murray, from the headwaters of the Murray to its 
confluence of the Edward River near Swan Hill, as well as small areas along the Victorian 
side of the Murray near Robinvale and Mildura. 

The baseline diversion limit of surface water determined by the Basin Plan for this SDL 
resource unit is 1,707 GL per year. The required local reduction in take to achieve an 
environmentally sustainable level of diversion is 253 GL per year.

Victoria also has a combined ‘shared reduction’ target of 425.3 GL per year, which must be 
recovered from Victorian catchments connected to the Murray system. The shared 
reduction target for the Victorian Murray SDL resource unit is 210.8 GL per year. Victoria's 
BDLs have been revised, this is explained further in Appendix C. 

The Basin Plan allows for adjustments to SDLs if:

• new works or changes in river operation and management rules increase the quantity of 
water available to be extracted, or 

• efficiency measures through infrastructure works and upgrades reduce the quantity of 
water required in a delivery system

4.2.1.3 Entitlements and diversions 

The regulated River Murray bulk entitlements are held by Goulburn-Murray Water, Coliban 
Water, Goulburn Valley Water, North East Water, Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water, Lower 
Murray Water, City West Water, South East Water, Yarra Valley Water, and the Victorian 
Entitlement Water Holder. These entitlement holders supply towns, irrigation districts and the 
environment throughout the system. Most of the water in the Murray Basin to which Victoria is 
entitled is regulated in the upper catchment but used in the middle and lower parts of the 
catchment. These entitlements are described further in the next section. 

The towns Corryong and Cudgewa are in the unregulated sections of the catchment are 
supplied by North East Water and Omeo is supplied by East Gippsland Water. 

The three Melbourne retailers City West Water, South East Water and Yarra Valley Water all 
invested in part of the Goulburn-Murray Water Connections Project Stage 1. In return for their 
investment they have been issued with River Murray and Goulburn River bulk entitlements which 
gives them a share of the water savings from the irrigation modernisation project. 

Entitlements to water in the Murray Basin are outlined in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3: Entitlements in the Murray Basin (Victoria)

Water entitlements

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray - Goulburn-Murray Water) Conversion Order 1999

• High-reliability water shares

• Low-reliability water shares

• High-reliability supply by agreements
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Water entitlements

• Low-reliability supply by agreements

• Loss provisions – irrigation district

• Mid-Murray Storages - Loss provision

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Lower Murray Urban and Rural Water – Irrigation) Conversion 
Order 1999

• High-reliability water shares

• Low-reliability water shares

• High-reliability supply by agreements

• Waterworks districts

• Provision for unlicensed domestic and stock use

• Loss provisions – irrigation district 

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Lower Murray Urban and Rural Water – Urban) Conversion 
Order 1999

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water) Conversion Order 1999

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – North East Water) Conversion Order 1999

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Goulburn Valley Water) Conversion Order 1999

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Coliban Water) Conversion Order 1999

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – South East Water) Order 2012 

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – City West Water) Order 2012 

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Yarra Valley Water) Order 2012 

Bulk Entitlement (Corryong) Conversion Order 2000

Bulk Entitlement (Cudgewa) Conversion Order 2000

Bulk Entitlement (Dartmouth) Conversion Order 2000

Bulk Entitlement (Omeo) Conversion Order 2008

Bulk Entitlement (Walwa) Conversion Order 2000

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Flora and Fauna) Conversion Order 1999

• High-reliability entitlement

• Low-reliability entitlement

• Unregulated entitlement

Environmental Entitlement (River Murray – NVIRP Stage 1) 2012

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Snowy Environmental Reserve) Conversion Order 2004

Take and use licences – unregulated surface water
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In addition to the entitlements listed above the estimated total capacity of farm dams (or runoff 
dams) in the River Murray Basin and the total water harvested from those dams is small 
compared with other basins. The capacity of farm dams for the River Murray Basin is estimated 
using GIS mapping. (See Chapter 11). 

4.2.1.4 Environmental assets and water for the environment

The Upper River Murray, the Mitta Mitta River and their tributaries support intact riparian 
vegetation and a number of alpine species such as the alpine spiny crayfish. The lower reaches 
of the Mitta Mitta River support a diverse native fish population which includes Macquarie perch, 
Murray cod, golden perch and flat-headed galaxias. This is largely in the unregulated reaches of 
the river and cannot receive any held environmental water or planned environmental water. 

The regulated stem of the River Murray also supports significant environmental assets. Held 
environmental water held by the Victorian Environmental Water Holder, the Murray-Darling 
Basin Authority and the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder can be delivered to these 
assets. Due to the connected nature of the rivers in northern Victoria, and the ability to use 
return flows (see Section 12.7), water from most entitlements held by these agencies can be used 
to support environmental assets in the Victorian Murray. 

Significant assets that receive held environmental water Victorian Murray resources include the 
Barmah–Millewa Forest, Gunbower Forest, Hattah Lakes and Kerang Wetlands. These are located 
along the River Murray and are all internationally significant wetlands listed under the Ramsar 
Convention and are Living Murray Icon sites. The Lindsay, Wallpolla and Mulcra Islands are also 
Living Murray Icon sites and depend on water for the environment in the River Murray Basin. 

In the Murray Basin (Victoria) held environmental water is made up of these components:

• Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Flora and Fauna) Conversion Order 1999

• Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Flora and Fauna) Conversion Order 1999 – Living Murray

• Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Flora and Fauna) Conversion Order 1999 – Barmah–Millewa 
Environmental Water Allocation 

• Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Flora and Fauna) Conversion Order 1999 – River Murray 
Increased Flows

• Environmental Entitlement (River Murray – NVIRP Stage 1) 2012

• Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – Snowy Environmental Reserve) Conversion Order 2004

• High-reliability water shares and low-reliability water shares held by the Commonwealth 
Environmental Water Holder for the environment 

• High-reliability water shares and low-reliability water shares held by the Murray-Darling Basin 
Authority for the environment

For Victoria there is no planned environmental water in the River Murray for more information 
about environmental water management see Chapter 12. For more information on how much 
water is held in each of these listed entitlements see Appendix E or the entitlements on the 
Victorian Water Register.

4.2.2 Kiewa Basin (SS3)

The Kiewa basin is the third smallest of Victoria’s basins and occupies a narrow strip in the 
north-east of the state. It is approximately 100 km long and typically only 20 km wide, extending 
from the Bogong High Plains northward to the River Murray. 

The Kiewa basin is less than 0.2 percent of the area of the Murray–Darling Basin. Although it is 
the smallest catchment in the Basin, the upstream branches of the Kiewa River supply water to 
Victoria’s largest hydro-electric scheme and make a significant contribution to flows in the River 
Murray.
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Nearly all of the water used in the Kiewa basin is supplied from surface water resources, except 
for a very small portion extracted from groundwater resource for commercial use. 

Table 4-4: Kiewa basin key statistics

Catchment area < 0.2% of the Murray–Darling Basin

Annual streamflow 689 GL

River length 109 km

Major tributaries Mountain, Running, Yackandandah, Simmonds and Middle Creeks, 
Kiewa River east branch and Kiewa River west branch

Major towns/cities Wodonga, Tangambalanga, Kiewa, Yackandandah, Mount Beauty 
and Falls Creek

Major water storages Rocky Valley Dam (28 GL)

Key water users Urban water supply, stock and domestic, hydro-electricity and 
irrigation

4.2.2.1 Land and stream network

The landscape consists of alpine peaks and plateaus and highly dissected valleys. Victoria’s 
highest peak, Mt Bogong, and the nearby Bogong High Plains are located in the southern 
headwaters of the Kiewa basin. From their headwaters, the east and west branches of the Kiewa 
Rivers flow through alpine terrain and gorge-like valleys to meet in the vicinity of Mt Beauty. 

4.2.2.2 Rainfall and surface hydrology

Most of the precipitation in the Kiewa basin occurs as rain, while snow falls above 1,400 m in 
winter. Average annual rainfall gradually increases from the north of the catchment to the south 
with rising elevation. 

The flow regime of the Kiewa River displays a marked seasonal variation, with the three months 
from August to October accounting for about 50 percent of annual streamflow, and the three 
months from January to March for only about 7 percent. Work began on the Kiewa hydro-
electricity scheme in 1937 but was not completed until 1960 because of setbacks including World 
War II, a recession and funding cuts. The finished project was a scaled-down version of the 
original proposal, and the fourth power station was completed in 2009. 

The finished scheme features five aqueducts and five dams and pondages, including Clover 
Dam, Lake Guy, Pretty Valley, Mt Beauty and Rocky Valley storages. Rocky Valley is the largest 
with a capacity of 28 GL. The storages operated for hydro-electric power generation in the high 
country like the Rocky Valley Storage and the Mt Beauty Pondage, modify the natural flow 
regime of the Kiewa system to a small extent.

Water recovery

The baseline diversion limit of surface water determined by the Basin Plan for the Kiewa 
catchment is 25 GL per year. This level of diversion was considered sustainable and no local 
reduction in take was required. Victoria also has a combined ‘shared reduction’ target of 
425.3 GL per year, which must be recovered from Victorian catchments connected to the 
Murray system. The shared reduction target for the Kiewa SDL resource unit is 1.1 GL per 
year. Victoria's BDLs have been revised, this is explained further in Appendix C. 
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4.2.2.3 Entitlements and diversions 

In the Kiewa basin AGL Hydro holds an entitlement to harvest, store and release water for power 
generation. 

The main consumptive user in the Kiewa basin is take and use licences and North East Water, 
which supplies water to the townships of Mount Beauty, Yackandandah and Beechworth, which 
is harvested from the Kiewa and diverted to the Ovens Basin for use. Entitlements to water in the 
Kiewa basin are listed in Table 4-5. 

Table 4-5: Entitlements in the Kiewa basin

Water entitlements

Bulk Entitlement (Kiewa – Hydro) Conversion Order 1997

Bulk Entitlement (Kiewa – Tangambalanga) Conversion Order 2000

Bulk Entitlement (Mount Beauty – Tawonga) Conversion Order 1997

Bulk Entitlement (Yackandandah) Conversion Order 2001

Bulk Entitlement (Beechworth) Conversion Order 2001

Take and use licences – unregulated surface water

In addition to entitlements above the calculated volume of water harvested from farm dams (or 
runoff dams) in the Kiewa Basin is estimated using GIS mapping. See Chapter 11.

4.2.2.4 Environmental assets and water for the environment

The upper and lower Kiewa River and its tributaries are listed as a high-value environmental 
asset. Golden perch and Murray cod are high priority threatened migratory fish that move 
between the River Murray into the lower-mid sections of the Kiewa River as part of their life cycle. 
Fish diversity is restricted in the upper reaches by the hydro-electricity scheme. There are few 
wetlands on the Kiewa River, as the valley floor is highly developed for agriculture. However, there 
are important habitat sites in the Kiewa River corridor. 

Water from the Kiewa Basin flows into the River Murray, helping to protect environmental assets 
in the Murray Basin.

There is no held environmental water or planned environmental water in the Kiewa River. For 
more information about environmental water management see Chapter 12.

4.2.3 Murray irrigation areas 

There are two rural water corporations that manage the distribution and the use of Murray 
resources, Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW) and Lower Murray Water (LMW). 

The Victorian Murray SDL resource unit supplies water to a number of irrigation systems. These 
include the Murray Valley and Torrumbarry Irrigation Areas, the Tresco and Nyah irrigation 
districts managed by GMW and Robinvale, Red Cliffs, Mildura and Merbein Irrigation Districts 
managed by LMW. The system also supplies water to towns and irrigators which pump directly 
from the river. 
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Table 4-6: Murray Irrigation Areas key statistics (Murray River downstream of Lake Hume)

Catchment area 0.9% of the Murray–Darling Basin

Annual stream flow NA

River length NA

Major tributaries Ovens River, Lower Broken Creek, Goulburn River, Campaspe River 
and Loddon River

Major towns/cities Wodonga, Echuca, Swan Hill and Mildura

Major water storages Mid-Murray Storages

Key water users Urban water supply, stock and domestic environment and irrigation

4.2.3.1 Land and stream network

The River Murray takes in water from the Kiewa, Ovens, Goulburn, Campaspe Rivers in Victoria 
and Wakool and Murrumbidgee Rivers in New South Wales. When there are significant 
catchment inflows it takes in water from the Loddon River and the Lower Broken Creek in 
Victoria. 

The largest population centres along the river that use Murray resources are Wodonga, Echuca, 
Swan Hill and Mildura. These are supplied by North East Water, Coliban Water and Lower Murray 
Water respectively. 

The Barmah Choke is a significant feature on the River Murray. The Barmah Choke is a naturally 
narrow section of the River Murray through the Barmah-Millewa Forest. The capacity of the 
channel varies through this section, although it is typically measured at Yarrawonga where flows 
of about 9,500 ML per day can be contained within channel. Flows exceeding 9,500 ML per day 
at Yarrawonga result in water leaving the main channel and entering the forest floodplain. This is 
often desirable during winter and spring when flooding occurs naturally, but when the floodplain 
is dry in summer and autumn, this results in large volumes of water being lost from the supply 
system and damages the forest ecosystems. 

The Barmah Choke divides Murray resources into two trading zones. Upstream of the Barmah 
Choke the use of Victorian Murray resource is in zone 6, while downstream of the Barmah Choke 
Victorian Murray resources are in zone 7 (see Chapter 7 for more information).

4.2.3.2 Rainfall and surface hydrology

Average annual rainfall is about 700 mm at the eastern end of the central catchment, but it 
mostly ranges from 500 mm down to 300 mm from east to west. Summers are hot and dry in this 
part of the Murray catchment and rainfall is received mainly in winter and spring. 

The two major Goulburn-Murray Water irrigation areas supplied primarily from Murray 
resources are the Murray Valley Irrigation Areas in zone 6 and Torrumbarry Irrigation Area in 
zone 7. GMW also operates the three piped irrigation districts of Tresco, Nyah and Woorinen in 
zone 7. 

The Murray Valley Irrigation Area physically sits in the north of the Broken Creek in the Broken 
River catchment. However because it mainly sources water from the River Murray, it is treated as 
part of the Victorian Murray water resource plan area. It can also physically receive water from 
the Goulburn Basin through the East Goulburn channel and can receive an entitlement for up to 
40 GL of Goulburn resources under certain circumstances. 
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The Torrumbarry Irrigation Area physically sits in the unregulated northern part of the Loddon 
River catchment but receives water from the River Murray and the Mid-Murray storages. It can 
also receive water from the Loddon system and rules around when and how this occurs are 
contained in Goulburn-Murray Water's Loddon bulk entitlement.

Lower Murray Water (LMW) manages the distribution and use of water for irrigators from Miralie-
Cocamba road at Wood Wood and supplies all towns urban needs from Koondrook to the South 
Australian border. The four irrigation areas managed by LMW are Mildura, Red Cliffs, Robinvale 
and Merbein. There is also a large number of private diverters who take water from the River 
Murray, with take authorised by Lower Murray Water. LMW also supplies water to domestic and 
stock customers in the Millewa Rural District. 

Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water also has off-takes from the River Murray to supply  
customers on the Northern Mallee Pipeline. This is a 3,650 km pipeline covering an area of 
890,000 ha. It was completed in 2004 to replace the old, inefficient open channel system in the 
area to provide a more secure and healthier water supply. Water for the Northern Mallee Pipeline 
is sourced directly from the River Murray from four pumping stations at Swan Hill, Piangil, Nyah 
and Liparoo. 

4.2.3.3 Entitlements and diversions 

The regulated River Murray bulk entitlements are held by Goulburn-Murray Water, Coliban 
Water, Goulburn Valley Water, North East Water, Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water, Lower 
Murray Water, the three Melbourne retailers City West Water, South East Water and Yarra Valley 
Water, and the Victorian Environmental Water Holder. These supply towns, irrigation districts and 
the environment throughout the system. 

Entitlements to water in the Murray Basin are outlined in Table 4-3.

4.2.3.4 Environmental assets and water for the environment

As outlined in Section 4.2.1.4

4.2.4 Significant surface water connections in the Victorian Murray water resource plan area

Figure 4-1 maps the significant hydrological connections between water resource plan areas, 
and within water resource plan areas. The Basin Plan describes the SDL resource units and 
labels which apply here. Significant hydrological connectivity means there is a clear connection 
between different resources and a high likelihood of impacts from the use of one resource on the 
other.

4.2.4.1 Significant connections between water resource plans

The Basin Plan requires Victoria’s North and Murray Water Resource Plan to identify and have 
regard to the water resources that have a significant hydrological connection with other water 
resources. Significant connections are outlined below. The Victorian Murray water resource plan 
area (SW2) is connected significantly to the Northern Victoria water resource plan area (SW3) 
because all the major rivers in the Northern Victoria water resource plan area run into the River 
Murray and contribute resources to the Murray River in accordance with the sharing 
arrangements defined in the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement. 

The Victorian Murray water resource plan area (SW2) is connected to the New South Wales 
Murray and Lower Darling water resource plan area (SW8) and the South Australian River Murray 
water resource plan area (SW6). How these resources are shared is outlined in Section 4.2.1.

4.2.4.2 Significant connections between SDL resource units

The Kiewa River (SS3) flows into the River Murray (SS2) and water entering the River Murray is 
managed in accordance with the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement (see Figure 4-1). 
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4.2.4.3 Significant connections between surface water and groundwater

The River Murray (SS2) and Kiewa River (SS3) are significantly connected to both Goulburn-
Murray: Highlands (GS8b) and Goulburn-Murray: Sedimentary Plain (GC8c) SDL resource units.

4.2.4.4 Other non-significant connections

Other locally significant connections exist between Nine Mile Creek and Frenchmans Creek, 
tributaries of the Kiewa River that are diverted out of the Kiewa Basin and into the Ovens Basin 
to supply the town of Beechworth. The rules relating to the volume of water which can be 
transferred and the conditions under which it can be transferred are outlined in the Bulk 
Entitlement (Beechworth) Conversion Order 2001.

1. In the Victorian Murray water resource plan area, the Kiewa River flows into the 
River Murray and this is considered a significant hydrological connection. 

2. There are some connections to the Wimmera-Mallee (surface water) water resource 
plan area due to the use of water on land from Victoria Murray water resource 
plan area, however the connection is not based on connectivity between water 
resources within those plan areas but based on geographical use of the water. For 
this reason, no significant connections have been identified between Wimmera-
Mallee (surface water) water resource plan area and the Victorian Murray water 
resource plan area. 

<<end of accredited text for s10.05(b) of the Basin Plan>>

4.3 Northern Victoria water resource plan area

4.3.1 Ovens Basin (SS4)

The Ovens Basin is located in north-east Victoria and covers an area of 798,500 ha. The area 
extends from the Great Dividing Range in the south to the River Murray in the north, and is 
bordered by the Broken Basin in the west and the Kiewa Basin in the east. The topography of the 
Ovens Basin is diverse, ranging from riverine plains near the River Murray and broad alluvial 
valleys around Myrtleford, to rugged alpine peaks and plateaus around the Great Dividing 
Range. Mt Buffalo, a large granite massif in the south of the Ovens Basin, is an important 
landscape feature.

The Ovens Basin represents 0.7 percent of the total area of the Murray-Darling Basin and 
generates approximately 6 percent of the runoff.

Table 4-7: Ovens Basin key statistics

Catchment area 0.7% of the Murray–Darling Basin

Annual streamflow 1,758 GL (at Peechelba)

River length 191 km

Major tributaries Morses Creek, Buckland, Buffalo and King rivers

Major towns/cities Bright, Beechworth, Myrtleford and Wangaratta

Major water storages Lake Buffalo (24 GL)

Lake William Hovell (14 GL)

Key water users Irrigated agriculture, urban water supply and stock and domestic

Basin Plan 
s10.05(b)
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4.3.1.1 Land and stream network

The Ovens River runs from the steep forested mountains of the Victorian Alps through wide 
valleys and open plains to terminate at the River Murray near Lake Mulwala. The Ovens River is 
one of the last largely unregulated rivers in the Victorian section of the Murray–Darling Basin.

The Ovens River and its upstream tributaries, the Buckland, Catherine, Dandongadale, Buffalo 
and Rose rivers, have their headwaters in the Great Dividing Range, in the section extending 
between Mt Cobbler and Mt Hotham. The King River, situated west of the Ovens River, has its 
headwaters in the Great Dividing Range east of Mt Buller. The Ovens and the King Rivers meet 
on the riverine plain near Wangaratta. The main storages in the Ovens Basin are Lake Buffalo on 
the Buffalo River and Lake William Hovell on the King River.

In the central section of the Ovens Basin, wide valleys have been developed for agriculture. 
Below Wangaratta, the Ovens River takes in the waters of Reedy and Fifteen Mile creeks and 
meanders northward across the riverine floodplain to flow into Lake Mulwala on the River Murray 
in the north-west corner of the Ovens Basin.

4.3.1.2 Rainfall and surface hydrology

Rainfall is higher in the south of the catchment than in the northern regions closer to the River 
Murray. The high country generally contributes greater runoff due not only to greater 
precipitation, but also to the steep slopes and thin soils. 

Rain is the main form of precipitation in the Ovens Basin. However, at elevation above 1,400 m, 
which includes Mt Buffalo, Mt Feathertop and Mt Hotham, a large proportion of the winter 
precipitation falls as snow and much of the high ground is covered in snow from June to October. 

Sixty-five percent of the average annual precipitation occurs during winter, while in summer the 
prevailing weather is warm and dry. However sometimes this warm air can carry large quantities 
of water, so although summer rain is infrequent and erratic, the few falls that occur are often 
heavy. Corresponding to the rainfall pattern, streamflow is highest in winter and early spring, 
with some of the spring flow attributable to snow-melt.

The Ovens River is considered semi-regulated, because there are only two dams in the Ovens 
Basin which are relatively small compared to the annual streamflow. Lake Buffalo on the Buffalo 
River was completed in 1965 and Lake William Hovell on the King River was finished in 1973. The 
streamflow below Lake Buffalo and Lake William Hovell has changed as a direct result of the 
reservoirs. 

Lake Buffalo is used to supplement flows in the Ovens River for irrigation in summer mainly for 
vineyards, and for urban water supply. Its capacity of 24 GL represents only 6 percent of the 
mean annual flow in the Buffalo River. Lake William Hovell’s smaller capacity of 14 GL supplies 
water for irrigated crops, vineyards and grazing properties and powers a 1.6 MW hydro-electric 
generator when water is released.
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Water recovery

The baseline diversion limit of surface water determined by the Basin Plan for the Ovens 
SDL resource unit is 83 GL per year. This level of diversion was considered sustainable and 
no local reduction in take was required. Victoria also has a combined ‘shared reduction’ 
target of 425.3 GL per year, which must be recovered from Victorian catchments connected 
to the Murray system. The shared reduction target for the Ovens SDL resource unit is 2.7 GL 
per year. Victoria's BDLs have been revised, this is explained further in Appendix C.

4.3.1.3 Entitlements and diversions

In the declared part of the Ovens Basin Goulburn-Murray Water harvests water in Lake Buffalo 
and Lake William Hovell and is obligated to supply this water to water share holders and North 
East Water. There is no irrigation district in the Ovens Basin so water share holders take water 
directly from the river. They have a water share which describes their share of the available 
resource and a works licence which gives them the authority to take water through a pump 
which sits along the edge of the river. The works licence instructs when the water share holder 
can take the water. The licence has requirements for the holder to stop pumping if restrictions 
are issued. 

Goulburn-Murray Water does monthly assessments of the resource availability and identifies if 
spill-reliability water is available and if restrictions are required currently or in the future. If 
restrictions are required, water share holders and North East Water must reduce their take from 
the river to support passing flows and the environment. In the unregulated part of the Ovens 
Basin North East Water holds bulk entitlements to supply towns’ urban water needs. 
Entitlements to water in the Ovens Basin are outlined in Table 4-8.

Table 4-8: Entitlements held in the Ovens Basin

Water entitlements

Bulk Entitlement (Ovens System – Goulburn-Murray Water) Conversion Order 2004 

• High-reliability water shares

• Low-reliability water shares

• Bulk Entitlement (Ovens System – Moyhu, Oxley and Wangaratta – North East Water) 
Conversion Order 2004

Bulk Entitlement (Bright) Conversion Order 2000

Bulk Entitlement (Chiltern) Conversion Order 2000

Bulk Entitlement (Glenrowan) Conversion Order 1999

Bulk Entitlement (Harrietville) Conversion Order 1999

Bulk Entitlement (Myrtleford) Conversion Order 2001

Bulk Entitlement (Springhurst) Conversion Order 1999

Bulk Entitlement (Whitfield) Conversion Order 1999

Take and use licences – unregulated surface water
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In addition to the entitlements outlined here the largest volume of water harvested in the Ovens 
Basin is from farm dams (run off dams) under section 8 rights. The capacity of farm dams for the 
Ovens Basin is estimated based on GIS mapping. See Chapter 11.

4.3.1.4 Environmental assets and water for the environment

The Ovens River is significant for its diverse aquatic habitats, and contains a range of 
threatened species such as the Murray cod, trout cod and the Murray spiny crayfish. 

The Lower Ovens River is the only lowland river nominated for environmental values under the 
Victorian Heritage Rivers Act. The relatively intact river red gum canopy associated with Lower 
Ovens River is considered one of the healthiest in the Murray-Darling Basin. Forming part of the 
Warby–Ovens National Park, the Lower Ovens floodplain wetland complex is classified as 
nationally significant, supporting native fish habitats and bird breeding sites. 

Water from the Ovens Basin also feeds into the Murray Basin, helping to maintain the Murray 
Basin’s environmental assets.

In the Ovens Basin held environmental water is made up of high-reliability water shares held for 
the environment in the Buffalo and King rivers.

In the Ovens basin planned environmental water is identified in these instruments:

• Bulk Entitlement (Ovens System – Goulburn-Murray Water) Order 2004 

• Upper Ovens River Water Supply Protection Area Water Management Plan (2011)

For more information about how much water is contained in each entitlement listed here see 
Appendix E or the entitlements on the Victorian Water Register. For more information about 
environmental water management see Chapter 12.

4.3.2 Broken Basin (SS5)

The Broken River is one of the tributaries of the Goulburn River in north eastern Victoria. The 
Broken basin also includes the catchment of Upper Broken Creek which diverges from the 
Broken River and flows in a north westerly direction to the River Murray. The Broken Basin 
occupies 772,386 ha or 0.7 percent of the Murray-Darling Basin and receives an average of 
308 GL of streamflow per year. 

Table 4-9: Broken Basin key statistics

Catchment area 0.7% of the Murray–Darling Basin

Annual streamflow 308 GL per year

River length Broken River: 174 km

Major tributaries Lima East, Blind, Holland and Ryans Creeks

Major distributaries Upper Broken Creek

Major towns/cities Benalla

Major water storages Lake Nillahcootie (40 GL)

Key water users Irrigated agriculture, urban water supply and industry
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4.3.2.1 Land and stream network

The Broken Basin contains two connected stream networks, that of the Upper Broken River in 
the southern and western section and the Broken Creek. 

The Broken River flows westward from its sources in the Tolmie Highlands, swings to the north 
near Mt Strathbogie before entering Lake Nillahcootie. The Broken River continues north through 
undulating farmland towards Benalla and takes in the waters of Moonee, Blind, Holland and 
Ryans creeks. North of Benalla the Broken River swings to the west and overflows to Broken 
Creek at Casey’s Weir. It then continues on a westward course across the riverine plain and joins 
the Goulburn River just south of Shepparton.

Broken Creek flows north from Casey’s Weir through a swampy area then swings to the west and 
takes in the waters of Boosey Creek at Katamatite. It meanders westward past Nathalia and 
joins the River Murray upstream from Barmah.

4.3.2.2 Rainfall and surface hydrology

The average annual rainfall is highest at Mt Strathbogie and in the Tolmie Highlands in the south 
of the Broken Basin. Light snowfalls are fairly regular in winter above 750m. From the higher 
plateaux, mean annual rainfall decreases to about 55 percent of that at Mt Strathbogie on the 
Benalla Plain. Rainfall usually continues to decrease northward. 

Reliability of rainfall varies notably over the Broken Basin, being greatest in the elevated areas of 
high water production such as on the Tolmie Highlands, and lowest on the plains. Typically, 
summer is hot and winter is mild in the plains region. Streamflow within the Broken Basin is 
extremely variable over the seasons and between years. The three months from July to 
September account for over half of average annual flow.

Lake Nillahcootie is the largest storage in the Broken Basin and holds 40,400 ML of water at full 
supply level. It is operated by Goulburn-Murray Water mainly to supply irrigation customers. 
Other storages in the catchment include Loombah Reservoir and McCall Say Reservoir, which 
are operated by North East Water and supply urban water needs for Benalla.

At Casey’s Weir water diverted into the Broken Creek is managed in two separate sections. The 
Upper Broken Creek is managed to meet irrigation requirements in the Upper Broken Creek and 
Majors Creek. Broken River customers and Upper Broken Creek and Majors Creek customers 
hold Broken system water shares (zone 2A). The Lower Broken Creek is managed for Murray 
Valley Irrigation Area customers who hold Goulburn system (zone 1A) or Lower Broken Creek 
(zone 6B) water shares. The Lower Broken Creek and the Murray Valley Irrigation Area is 
discussed in the Murray Basin Section 4.2.3.

Water recovery

The baseline diversion level of surface water determined by the Basin Plan for the Broken 
SDL resource unit was 56 GL per year. This level of diversion was considered sustainable 
and no local reduction in take was required. Victoria also has a combined ‘shared 
reduction’ target of 425.3 GL per year, which must be recovered from Victorian catchments 
connected to the Murray system. The shared reduction target for the Broken SDL resource 
unit is 1.3 GL per year. Victoria's BDLs have been revised, this is explained further in 
Appendix C.

4.3.2.3 Entitlements and diversions 

The Broken system (south of Lake Nillahcootie) is regulated and declared, so consumptive users 
hold water shares (zone 2A). To access their water, water share holders hold a water-use licence 
which describes how much water can be applied to the land, and a works licence which allows 
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the irrigator to pump water directly from the river. North East Water has a bulk entitlement to 
supply the townships of Tungamah, Devenish and St James from the Broken system, but 
currently does not use this because it has built a pipeline to supply these towns from its bulk 
entitlement held in the Murray system. 

The system was significantly restructured in 2010 when Lake Mokoan was decommissioned. Lake 
Mokoan was used as a mid-catchment storage for the Broken system from the 1970s until 2010, 
but because of declining inflows and high evaporation losses, the lake was decommissioned and 
transformed back to its natural state as Winton Wetlands. Decommissioning the lake was 
designed to restore environmental flows and improve the health of the Broken, Goulburn, Snowy 
and Murray Rivers. Now unregulated water flows from the Broken River and into the River Murray 
where 44 GL is allocated to the Victorian Environmental Water Holder as an unregulated 
entitlement in the Victorian Murray. The rest is captured and stored in the Mid-Murray Storages 
as described in the section on the Murray irrigation area (see Section 4.2.3).

North East Water holds the bulk entitlement to all inflows into the Loombah and McCall Say 
reservoirs, but must release passing flows to the river. This bulk entitlement is used to supply the 
town of Benalla. Entitlements to water in the Broken Basin are outlined in Table 4-10.

Table 4-10: Entitlements held in the Broken Basin

Water entitlements

Bulk Entitlement (Broken System – Goulburn-Murray Water) Conversion Order 2004 

• High-reliability water shares

• Low-reliability water shares

• Bulk Entitlement (Broken System – Tungamah Devenish and St James – North East Water) 
Conversion Order 2004

• Loss provision

Bulk Entitlement (Loombah McCall Say) Conversion Order 2001

Take and use licences – unregulated surface water

As well as the entitlements outlined here, water is harvested in the Broken Basin from farm dams 
(or runoff dams) under section 8 rights. The capacity of farm dams for the Broken Basin is 
estimated based on GIS mapping (see Chapter 11). 

4.3.2.4 Environmental assets and water for the environment

The waterways in the Broken Basin support ecological values and have retained healthy in-
stream and streamside vegetation in many reaches of the upper catchment. The waterways 
contain a diverse native fish population, including several important species such as Murray cod, 
silver perch, Macquarie perch, freshwater catfish and Murray River rainbow fish. The upper 
reached of the Broken River and Broken Creek support platypus and common long-necked 
turtles. Wetlands and floodplains support a diversity of frogs and waterbirds, including the 
nationally endangered Australasian bittern. Water from the Broken Basin also feeds into the 
Goulburn and Murray basins, helping to maintain significant environmental assets within those 
basins.

In the Broken Basin held environmental water is made up of high-reliability water shares held for 
the environment.

In the Broken Basin planned environmental water is identified in Bulk Entitlement (Broken 
System – Goulburn-Murray Water) Order 2004. 
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For more information about how much water is contained in each entitlement listed above see 
Appendix E or the entitlements on the Victorian Water Register for more information about 
environmental water management see Chapter 12.

4.3.3 Goulburn Basin (SS6)

The Goulburn Basin covers 1,619,158 ha in central Victoria, where the Goulburn River extends 
from the Great Dividing Range near Woods Point to the River Murray in the north-west near 
Echuca.

The waters of the Goulburn River have been diverted for irrigation and urban use since the 
1880s, and the Goulburn River is one of the most regulated rivers of the Murray-Darling Basin.

Table 4-11: Goulburn key statistics

Catchment area 1.6% of the Murray–Darling Basin

Annual streamflow 3,363 GL(1) per year

River length 570 km

Major tributaries Rubicon, Acheron, Yea and Broken Rivers

Major distributaries East Goulburn Main Channel, Stuart Murray Canal, West Waranga 
Chanel and Cattanach Canal

Major towns/cities Shepparton, Kyabram, Seymour and Mansfield

Major water storages Lake Eildon (3,334 GL)  
Goulburn Weir (26 GL) 
Waranga Basin (432 GL) 
Greens Lake (33 GL)

Key water users Irrigated agriculture, urban water supply environmental and industry

(1) This inflow figure includes inflows received from the Broken River as per the Victorian Water Accounts

4.3.3.1 Land and stream network

Terrain in the Goulburn Basin varies from the mountains of the Great Dividing Range to the 
Murray plain. The southern boundary of the Goulburn catchment runs along the Hume Range 
and the Great Dividing Range, then swings northward to Mt Buller, the highest point in the 
Goulburn Basin at 1,804 m.

Lake Eildon lies in the south east of the Goulburn Basin and collects flows from the Upper 
Goulburn, Jamieson, Big, Howqua and Delatite rivers as well as Ford and Merton creeks. From 
Lake Eildon, the Goulburn River flows in a westerly direction through a broad agricultural valley 
bordered by foothills. The major tributaries along this reach include the Rubicon, Acheron and 
Yea rivers.

Near Seymour the river swings to the north and continues through the Goulburn Weir near 
Nagambie. After taking in the waters of the streams draining the northern face of the Strathbogie 
Ranges, the Goulburn River flows past Shepparton to finally join the River Murray just upstream 
from Echuca. The northern half of the Goulburn Basin is relatively flat and much of the land has 
been cleared. Past Shepparton the valley widens and merges with the Murray Plains.

4.3.3.2 Rainfall and surface hydrology

Climate varies substantially from the headwaters of the Goulburn River to its confluence with the 
River Murray. The high country in the south east experiences cool winters with persistent snow. 
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Rainfall is highest at Mt Buller and decreases in a north westerly direction. Mansfield, Yea and 
Alexandra lie in rain shadows and generally experience a lower annual rainfall. Rainfall continues 
to decrease northward and in the far north of the Basin precipitation is only a third of annual 
evaporation in that region.

Streamflow along the Goulburn River has been modified by two major features, Lake Eildon and 
the Goulburn Weir. Under natural conditions the average annual flow of the Goulburn River 
increased by approximately 44 percent between Eildon and Nagambie. The three months of 
greatest flow were from July to September, accounting for 52 percent of the annual total, and the 
three months of least flow were from January to March, accounting for 5 percent. The operation 
of Lake Eildon has reduced the July to September flows passing Eildon to 33 percent of the 
annual total, allowing an increase of the January to March flows of 23 percent of the annual total. 

The Goulburn Weir near Nagambie raises the water in the Goulburn River so that water can be 
diverted by gravity along the Stuart Murray Canal, Cattanach Canal and the East Goulburn 
Main Channel. Diversions to the East Goulburn Main Channel supply the Shepparton Irrigation 
Area and can supply Lower Broken Creek and the Murray Valley Irrigation Area. The Stuart 
Murray Canal supplies part of the Central Goulburn Irrigation Area. Both the Stuart Murray 
Canal and Cattanach Canals are used to divert water to Waranga Basin for further supplies to 
the Goulburn irrigation system. The Waranga Basin harvests water when there are unregulated 
flows in the Goulburn River, mainly during winter and spring. Water stored in Waranga Basin can 
be directed into the Waranga Western Channel to supply the Central Goulburn, Rochester-
Campaspe and Loddon Valley Irrigation Areas. 

The Goulburn Basin is one of the main sources of water for the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation 
District (GMID) (see Section 3.2.4). The GMID sits across the four basin areas of the River Murray, 
Goulburn, Rochester-Campaspe and Loddon. It is split according to the river from where the 
water is sourced. The Murray Valley Irrigation Area and Torrumbarry Irrigation Area source water 
from Murray resources (zone 6 and zone 7), while the Shepparton, Central Goulburn, Rochester 
and Loddon Valley Irrigation Areas all source water primarily from Goulburn resources (zone 1A). 
As well contributing to the inflows for the Goulburn Basin during wet years, the Campaspe and 
Loddon systems contribute resources to the Goulburn Basin through a Loddon and Campaspe 
supplement. 

Water recovery

The baseline diversion level of surface water determined by the Basin Plan for the Goulburn 
SDL resource unit was 1,689 GL per year. The required local reduction in take to achieve an 
environmentally sustainable level of diversion was determined to be 344 GL per year. 
Victoria also has a combined ‘shared reduction’ target of 425.3 GL per year, which must be 
recovered from Victorian catchments connected to the Murray system. The shared 
reduction target for the Goulburn SDL resource unit is 186.4 GL per year. Victoria's BDLs 
have been revised, this is explained further in Appendix C.

4.3.3.3 Entitlements and diversions 

Goulburn-Murray Water, Coliban Water, Goulburn Valley Water, Grampians Wimmera Mallee 
Water, the three Melbourne retailers City West Water, South East Water and Yarra Valley Water 
and AGL Hydro Ltd all hold bulk entitlements in the Goulburn Basin. Surface water is also 
diverted by licensed diverters and is harvested in farm dams (or runoff dams).

The majority of water use in the Goulburn Basin is in the regulated declared system. Goulburn-
Murray Water operates the regulated system and is obliged to supply primary entitlement 
holders, meet passing flows and to operate the irrigation districts. 
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In the lower reach of the Goulburn River below Goulburn Weir, customers are not delivered water 
through the irrigation district but access it directly from the river. These customers hold zone 3 
water shares and must hold a water-use licence describing how much water can be applied to 
the land and a works licence allowing the irrigator to pump water directly from the river.

The three Melbourne retailers City West Water, South East Water and Yarra Valley Water all 
invested in part of the GMW Connections Project Stage 1 and received bulk entitlements for their 
investment which give them a share of the water savings from the irrigation modernisation 
project. To access this water, Melbourne Water built and operates the North-South pipeline 
which runs from the Goulburn River to Sugarloaf Reservoir. Rules associated with the operation 
of the North-South pipeline are found in the bulk entitlements held by the Melbourne retailers 
and the Statement of Obligations (System Management) 2015.

Entitlements to the unregulated sections of the Goulburn Basin supply many towns in the high 
country and are operated by Goulburn Valley Water. Goulburn Valley Water operates on-stream 
and off-stream dams as well as pumps off the river to supply the towns. Euroa is the biggest 
town supplied from water resources that do not come from the regulated Goulburn River. 

Melbourne Water holds a bulk entitlement to divert surface water from the Silver and Wallaby 
Creeks through an aqueduct to Toorourrong and Yan Yean Reservoirs. Weirs were constructed 
on Silver and Wallaby Creeks which naturally flow into the Goulburn River, to divert water to 
aqueducts that flow to the Cascades and down into Jacks Creek. This water supplies 
entitlements held by the Melbourne system primary entitlement holders City West Water, South 
East Water, Yarra Valley Water, Barwon Water, South Gippsland Water, Western Water and 
Westernport Water. 

The Rubicon River is used to generate hydro-electricity. AGL Hydro Ltd holds a bulk entitlement 
for the Rubicon, which allows use for non-consumptive purposes. Water diverted under this 
entitlement is returned to the watercourse. Entitlements to water in the Goulburn Basin are 
outlined in Table 4-12.

Table 4-12: Entitlements held in the Goulburn Basin

Water entitlements

Bulk Entitlement (Eildon – Goulburn Weir) Conversion Order 1995 

• High-reliability water shares

• Low-reliability water shares

• High-reliability supply by agreements

• Low-reliability supply by agreements

• Waterworks districts 

• Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn Channel System – CW) Order 2012

• Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn River – GVW) Order 2012

• Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn Channel System – GVW) Order 2012

• Bulk Entitlement (Quambatook – Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water) Order 2006

• Goulburn System – Melbourne metropolitan retail water corporations

 – Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – City West Water) Order 2012 
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Water entitlements

 – Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – South East Water) Order 2012 

 – Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – Yarra Valley Water) Order 2012 

• Environmental Entitlement (Goulburn System – Living Murray) 2007 

• Environmental Entitlement (Goulburn System – NVIRP Stage 1) 2012 

• Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – Snowy Environmental Reserve) Order 2004

• Goulburn River Environmental Entitlement 2010

• Loss provision - irrigation district 

Bulk Entitlement (Broadford, Kilmore and Wallan) Conversion and Augmentation Order 2003 

Bulk Entitlement (Buxton) Conversion Order 1995

Bulk Entitlement (Euroa System) Conversion Order 2001

Bulk Entitlement (Longwood) Conversion Order 1995

Bulk Entitlement (Mansfield) Conversion Order 1995

Bulk Entitlement (Marysville) Conversion Order 1995

Bulk Entitlement (Pyalong) Conversion Order 1997

Bulk Entitlement (Strathbogie) Conversion Order 2012

Bulk Entitlement (Thornton) Conversion Order 1995

Bulk Entitlement (Upper Delatite) Conversion Order 1995

Bulk Entitlement (Violet Town) Conversion Order 1997

Bulk Entitlement (Woods Point) Conversion Order 1995

Bulk Entitlement (Yea) Conversion Order 1997

Bulk Entitlement (Rubicon – Southern Hydro Ltd) Conversion Order 1998

Bulk Entitlement (Silver and Wallaby Creeks – Melbourne Water) Order 2014

Silver and Wallaby Creeks Environmental Entitlement 2006

Take and use licences – unregulated surface water

As well as entitlements outlined here water is harvested in the Goulburn Basin from farm dams 
(or runoff dams) under section 8 rights. The capacity of farm dams for the Goulburn Basin is 
estimated based on GIS mapping. See Chapter 11. 

4.3.3.4 Environmental assets and water for the environment

Waterways of the Goulburn Basin support ecological values including native freshwater fishes 
such as Murray cod, silver perch, trout cod, freshwater catfish and the endemic barred galaxias. 
The Goulburn River downstream of Lake Eildon is a declared Victorian Heritage River in 
recognition of its important ecological and social values. 
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Remnant native vegetation on the floodplains of the Goulburn Basin is dominated by river red 
gum forests and black box woodlands and provide habitat for many species of native mammals, 
reptiles, birds and amphibians. The lower Goulburn River downstream of Goulburn Weir which 
contains a wetland of national significance, native fish habitat and floodplain national park, as 
well as Reedy Swamp, a regionally significant wetland that is part of the Lower Goulburn National 
Park and which contains drought refuge and significant habitat for colonial nesting birds.

Water from the Goulburn Basin feeds into the Murray Basin and helps to maintain internationally 
significant environmental assets such as Gunbower Forest and the Hattah Lakes within the 
Murray Basin. 

In Victoria’s Goulburn Basin held environmental water is made up of these components:

• Environmental Entitlement (Goulburn System – Living Murray) 2007

• Goulburn River Environmental Entitlement 2010

• Environmental Entitlement (Goulburn System – NVIRP Stage 1) 2012 

• Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – Snowy Environment Reserve) Order 2004

• High-reliability water shares and low-reliability water shares held by the VEWH for the Snowy 
River

• High-reliability water shares and low-reliability water shares held by the Commonwealth 
Environmental Water Holder for the environment 

• High-reliability water shares and low-reliability water shares held by the Murray-Darling Basin 
Authority for the environment 

• Silver and Wallaby Creeks Environmental Entitlement 2006, which provides passing flow rules 
on Silver and Wallaby Creeks

There is no planned environmental water in the Goulburn River.

For more information about how much water is held in each entitlement listed here see 
Appendix E. For the entitlements on the Victorian Water Register for more information about 
environmental water management see Chapter 12.

4.3.4 Campaspe Basin (SS7)

The Campaspe Basin occupies 417,914 ha of north central Victoria. The Campaspe River extends 
150 km south from the Great Dividing Range to the River Murray and the Campaspe Basin is 
45 km wide at the widest point. 

The Campaspe Basin is 0.4 percent of the area of the Murray-Darling Basin, and it provides 
0.9 percent of inflow for the Murray-Darling Basin. 

Table 4-13: Campaspe Basin key statistics 

Catchment area 0.4% of the Murray–Darling Basin

Annual streamflow 352 GL

River length 220 km

Major tributaries Coliban River, Axe, McIvor, Mt Pleasant and Sheepwash Creeks

Major towns/cities Kyneton, Rochester, Echuca
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Major water storages Lake Eppalock (305 GL) on the Campaspe River; 

Malmsbury (18 GL)a, Lauriston (20 GL) and Upper Coliban (32 GL) 
Reservoirs on the Coliban River

Key water users Urban water supply, industry, stock and domestic, irrigation

a. Malmsbury Reservoir has an original capacity of 18 GL however due to dam safety issues the current 
operating level is 12 GL. 

4.3.4.1 Land and stream network

The Campaspe River rises between Daylesford and Woodend in Victoria’s Central Highlands 
which form part of the Great Dividing Range. The river rises about 20 km east of the Loddon 
headwaters and flows north and slightly east, while the Loddon River flows north and slightly 
west. 

The Campaspe River experiences extreme variations in flow from year to year. Its principal 
tributaries are the Coliban River and the Axe, McIvor, Mt Pleasant and Sheepwash creeks. The 
Coliban River contains the Malmsbury, Lauriston and Upper Coliban reservoirs in the south, and 
flows north to meet the Campaspe River just south of Lake Eppalock, the major storage in the 
catchment. 

The lower part of the Campaspe catchment contains the Rochester-Campaspe Irrigation 
District Area which is supplied mainly by Goulburn resources through the Waranga Western 
Chanel. See Goulburn Basin in Section 4.3.3.

The course and condition of the Campaspe and Coliban rivers changed substantially as 
European settlers took up landholdings in the south of the catchment through the 1830s and 
1840s. Land was cleared, stream banks grazed and the waterways de-snagged. In the 1850s, the 
gold rush in the region resulted in erosion of the waterways. 

The growing population centres required reliable water and a reservoir was built on the Coliban 
River. An additional two reservoirs were built in 1903 and 1941 to supply domestic water to 
residents of both the Loddon and Campaspe catchments. The Campaspe Irrigation District did 
not become a significant irrigation area until the construction of Lake Eppalock in 1963. The 
irrigation district operated until 2010 when the irrigation district was decommissioned. 

4.3.4.2 Rainfall and surface hydrology

The climate of the Campaspe Basin is fairly uniform, with hot summers experienced particularly 
in the north. The effect of the topographic variation of increasing elevation in the south is 
reflected in the higher rainfall in that area.

The waters of the Campaspe River and its main tributary, the Coliban River, are highly regulated 
and natural flows have been disrupted. However environmental flows are important to maintain 
several threatened vegetation communities, aquatic life and habitat for many terrestrial species.

Streamflows in the lower catchment have been significantly altered with regulation. They are 
now high in summer and low in winter, which has affected the native species in the river and 
wetland environments. Now as a result of extensive historic mining and modern land use 
practices, the lower reaches of the catchment have some water quality issues.

Lake Eppalock is the largest storage in the Campaspe Basin. It is owned and operated by 
Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW) and Coliban Water has an active share. Coliban Water has an 
right to 18 percent of the storage capacity, inflows and contribution proportionally to 
evaporation and environmental flow requirements in the Campaspe River downstream of the 
storage. Coliban Water also owns and operates the Malmsbury, Lauriston and Upper Coliban 
reservoirs on the Coliban River in the southern part of the catchment. 
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The Coliban supply system captures water in the Upper Coliban, Lauriston and Malmsbury 
storages and transfers from the reservoirs to supply rural customers around Harcourt, 
Castlemaine, Axe Creek, Goornong, Raywood, Marong and Bendigo, and to urban water 
customers in Bendigo and surrounding towns via the Coliban Main Channel. The Coliban Main 
Channel transports water across the catchment boundary to the Loddon Basin where the 
majority of it is used. Coliban Water also transport water from Lake Eppalock to Bendigo 
through the Bendigo-Eppalock pipeline which also crosses into the Loddon Basin.

The Campaspe supply system primarily supplies irrigators who divert water from the Campaspe 
River downstream of Lake Eppalock and the Victorian Environmental Water Holder. This system 
is managed by GMW. It sources water from Lake Eppalock which regulates the water in the 
Campaspe River downstream. In years with enough resources, water from Lake Eppalock is also 
used to supplement the Waranga Western Channel that supplies irrigation customers in the 
Rochester-Campaspe and Loddon irrigation areas.

As well as the Coliban supply system and Campaspe supply system, the Campaspe Basin hosts 
a significant section of the Goldfields Superpipe. This is a 133.5 km pipeline which runs from the 
Waranga Western Channel near Colbinabbin to Ballarat and can transfer water from the 
Waranga Western Channel to Lake Eppalock, and water from Lake Eppalock to Bendigo and to 
White Swan Reservoir to supply Ballarat. The Goldfields Superpipe runs across four basins, from 
Goulburn Basin to Campaspe Basin to Loddon Basin and through to Moorabool Basin, which is 
outside the Murray-Darling Basin. The Goldfields Superpipe is capable of supplying 18 GL per 
year to Ballarat and 20 GL per year to Bendigo. 

Central Highlands Water and Coliban Water hold water shares in the Goulburn system and 
Campaspe system to supply urban needs.

Water recovery

The baseline diversion level of surface water determined by the Basin Plan for the 
Campaspe SDL resource unit is 153 GL per year. The required local reduction in take to 
achieve an environmentally sustainable level of diversion is 18 GL per year. Victoria also has 
a combined s̀hared reduction' target of 425.3 GL per year, which must be recovered from 
Victorian catchments connected to the Murray system. The shared reduction target for the 
Campaspe SDL resource unit is 13.2 GL per year. Victoria's BDLs have been revised, this is 
explained further in Appendix C.

4.3.4.3 Entitlements and diversions 

Goulburn-Murray Water, Coliban Water and Western Water hold bulk entitlements in the 
Campaspe Basin. Surface water is also diverted by licensed diverters and harvested in farm 
dams (or runoff dams).

Entitlements include rights granted to individuals, such as water shares and take and use 
licences, and rights granted to authorities such as bulk entitlements granted to water 
corporations or the Victorian Environmental Water Holder. Rights to water in the Campaspe 
Basin are outlined in Table 4-14.

Table 4-14: Surface water entitlements in the Campaspe Basin 

Water entitlements

Bulk Entitlement (Campaspe System – Goulburn-Murray Water) Conversion Order 2000

• High-reliability water shares
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Water entitlements

• Low-reliability water shares

• Bulk Entitlement (Axedale Goornong and Rochester) Conversion Order 1999

• Environmental Entitlement (Campaspe River – Living Murray Initiative) 2007

• Campaspe River Environmental Entitlement 2013

• Operating provisions (whole of system)

Bulk Entitlement (Campaspe System – Coliban Water) Conversion Order 1999

• Rural entitlements

• Urban commitments 

Bulk Entitlement (Trentham) Conversion Order 2012

Bulk Entitlement (Woodend) Conversion Order 2004

Take and use licences – unregulated surface water

As well as entitlements outlined here, water is harvested in the Campaspe Basin from farm dams 
(or runoff dams) under section 8 rights. The capacity of farm dams for the Campaspe Basin is 
estimated based on GIS mapping. See Chapter 11.

4.3.4.4 Environmental assets and water for the environment

The waterways of the Campaspe Basin have important environmental values, with native fish 
including golden perch and Murray cod, platypus and river red gum streamside communities. 
Water from the Campaspe Basin also feeds into the Murray River, helping to maintain 
internationally significant environmental assets such as Gunbower Forest.

In the Campaspe Basin held environmental water is made up of these components:

• Campaspe River Environmental Entitlement 2013 

• Environmental Entitlement (Campaspe River – Living Murray Initiative) 2007 

• High-reliability water shares and low-reliability water shares held by the Commonwealth 
Environmental Water Holder for the environment.

There is no planned environmental water in the Campaspe system.

For more information about how much water is held in each entitlement listed above see 
Appendix E or the entitlements on the Victorian Water Register for more information about 
environmental water management see Chapter 12.

4.3.5 Loddon Basin (SS8)

The Loddon Basin extends almost 300 km from the Great Dividing Range between Daylesford 
and Creswick to Swan Hill on the River Murray. The catchment varies in width from 15 km at Swan 
Hill to 100 km along the Divide. The Loddon Basin covers 1,531,998 ha.

The Loddon catchment is about 2.3 percent of the area of the Murray-Darling Basin and it 
provides 1.7 percent of inflow for the Murray-Darling Basin. 

Compared with other catchments, flows from the Loddon River do not contribute much water to 
the River Murray, but are a significant water source for important wetlands in northern Victoria 
such as the Boort Wetlands and the Ramsar-listed Kerang Lakes. About 75 percent of the water 
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used in the catchment is transferred in from other catchments, with urban water for Bendigo in 
the central catchment supplied mainly from the Campaspe River catchment (see Section 4.3.4), 
and areas including Loddon Valley Irrigation Area in the north supplied mainly by the Goulburn 
catchments (see Section 4.3.3).

Table 4-15: Loddon Basin key statistics 

Catchment area 2.3% of the Murray–Darling Basin

Annual streamflow 201 GL (Laanecoorie Weir)

River length 310 km

Major tributaries Bet Bet and Tullaroop creeks

Major distributaries Gunbower, Reedy, Pyramid and Barr creeks in the northern plains; 
Bullock and Bendigo Creeks in the central catchment, Piccaninny 
and Mt Hope creeks in the east

Major towns/cities Bendigo, Maryborough, Castlemaine, Kerang and Daylesford

Major water storages Cairn Curran Reservoir (147 GL)

Tullaroop Reservoir (73 GL)

Laanecoorie Reservoir (8 GL)

Key water users Irrigated agriculture, urban water supply environmental and industry

4.3.5.1 Land and stream network

Mt Alexander is the highest point within the Loddon Basin, peaking at 741 m in the Great Dividing 
Range. The foothills of the range extend over much of the southern section of the Loddon Basin, 
where the hilly to undulating land is generally above 300 m. The northern two-thirds of the Loddon 
Basin contain the flat alluvial plains of the Murray Valley with the rocky granite residuals of Mt 
Terrick, Pyramid Hill and Mt Hope rising about 8 to 100m above the general level of the plains. 

Eighty percent of the land has been cleared for agriculture while areas of forest remain between 
Daylesford and Castlemaine, Maryborough and Laanecoorie, and in the vicinity of Bendigo, 
Bridgewater and Wedderburn.

In the upper part of the catchment two reservoirs, Hepburns Lagoon and Newlyn Reservoir, are 
managed by Goulburn-Murray Water for the Bullarook regulated water system.

In the middle of the catchment the Loddon River is dammed to form Cairn Curran Reservoir and 
further downstream Laanecoorie Reservoir. Tullaroop Reservoir is constructed on the Tullaroop 
Creek, which is a tributary of the Loddon River. All the rivers in the Loddon Basin drain south to 
north, with the Loddon River principally draining the western sections of the Loddon Basin. A 
series of other creeks such as Gunbower, Reedy, Pyramid and Barr creeks traverse the northern 
plains. Bullock Creek drains the north-central zone and Bendigo Creek carries runoff to Kow 
Swamp, one of the Mid-Murray Storages.

The lower part of Loddon River below Loddon Weir is practically unregulated and in dry times 
can have very little to no flow. The Loddon River flows into the Little Murray River, an anabranch 
of the River Murray, and the south boundary of Pental Island. The Little Murray River flows back 
into the Murray River with Loddon River flows at Swan Hill. 

The course and condition of the Loddon River was changed substantially as European settlers 
took up landholdings in the southern areas of the catchment through the 1830s and 1840s. The 
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land was cleared, stream banks grazed and the waterways de-snagged. In the 1850s, the gold 
rush in the region resulted in erosion of the waterways.

After the potential of irrigated agriculture was recognised on the riverine plains around Kerang 
and Boort construction of Laanecoorie Reservoir on the Loddon River began in 1889. Irrigation 
water was also supplied into the region from the Torrumbarry Weir on the River Murray, which 
was built in 1919. The Cairn Curran and Tullaroop reservoirs were built on the Loddon in the 1950s 
to meet expanding production. The irrigation areas of northern Victoria are also supplied with 
water from the Goulburn River through the Waranga Western Channel. 

With regulation, streamflows in the catchment have been reversed to high in summer and low in 
winter, and this has had a significant effect on native species in the river and wetland 
environments. Water quality issues within the catchment include high salinity and algal blooms 
and are a result of historic mining and modern land use.

4.3.5.2 Rainfall and surface hydrology

Rainfall is generally low and variable in the Loddon Basin and the physical characteristics of the 
area make it prone to flooding, particularly on the flat terrain of the northern plains. Average 
annual rainfall increases with elevation, and is greater in the southern highlands. Kerang and 
Boort in the more arid regions of the north have average annual rainfalls that are around 
55 percent of rainfall in the southern highlands. Runoff from rainfall within the Loddon Basin is 
relatively low and declines to negligible levels in the semi-arid north west. Most of the runoff 
comes from the southern highlands where rainfall is higher. However Bendigo Creek also 
receives substantial runoff flowing to Kow Swamp, which is part of the Victorian Murray system.

The Loddon system is split into three distinct sections of the Bullarook system, the Loddon 
system and the lower part of the Loddon River. 

The Bullarook system in the south is supported by Hepburns Lagoon and Newlyn Reservoir on 
the Bullarook and Birch creeks respectively. These supply the Bullarook irrigation customers who 
are mainly potato farmers in the Central Highlands region. 

The Loddon system is created by the Tullaroop, Cairn Curran and Laanecoorie reservoirs which 
release water to supply primary entitlement holders in the Loddon system and this is the main 
regulated section of the river. Primary entitlement holders include Coliban Water, the Victorian 
Environmental Water Holder and irrigators who pump directly from the river. 

The lower section of the Loddon River is joined by Pyramid Creek at Kerang at which point the 
Loddon becomes part of the River Murray floodplain. Below Loddon Weir the river receives 
passing flows and environmental water deliveries from the Victorian Environmental Water 
Holder. It also receives unregulated flow from tributaries when they are flowing. During dry 
conditions the river can become disconnected and may not meet the River Murray. 

The area contains the Loddon Valley Irrigation Area, which it is supported mainly by water from 
the Goulburn system. The Loddon Valley Irrigation Area sources water from the Waranga 
Western Channel, but when there are sufficient resources in the Loddon system, Loddon 
resources can also be used to address capacity constraints in the Waranga Western Channel. 
The lower part of the Loddon Basin supports the Torrumbarry Irrigation Area which is supported 
by River Murray resources and is discussed in the Victorian Murray water resource plan area.
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Water recovery

The baseline diversion level of surface water determined by the Basin Plan is 179 GL per 
year for the Loddon SDL resource unit. The required local reduction intake to achieve an 
environmentally sustainable level of diversion is 12 GL per year. Victoria also has a 
combined ‘shared reduction’ target of 425.3 GL per year, which must be recovered from 
Victorian catchments connected to the Murray system. The shared reduction target for the 
Loddon SDL resource unit is 9.8 GL per year. Victoria's BDLs have been revised, this is 
explained further in Appendix C.

4.3.5.3 Entitlements and diversions 

In the Loddon Basin, surface water is diverted by Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW), Central 
Highlands Water, Coliban Water and the Victorian Environmental Water Holder (VEWH), which all 
hold bulk entitlements in the Loddon Basin. Surface water is also diverted by licensed diverters 
and harvested in farm dams. The Bullarook system storages are owned and operated by GMW, 
which is obliged to deliver water to primary entitlement holders and meet passing flow 
requirements. The primary entitlement holders in the system include irrigators who pump 
directly from the river, Central Highlands Water and the VEWH, which has a provisional 
entitlement to 100 ML for environmental purposes. 

The Loddon system storages are also owned and operated by GMW which is obliged to deliver 
water to primary entitlement holders and meet passing flow requirements. The primary 
entitlement holders in the system include irrigators who pump directly from the river, Central 
Highlands Water which takes water from Tullaroop reservoir for Maryborough, Coliban Water, 
which takes water from the river to supply Bridgewater, Inglewood, Serpentine and Jarklin, and 
the VEWH. 

The lower reach of the Loddon River is not regulated for water share customers. However, the 
VEWH regularly makes deliveries of held environmental water to sections of this reach and to the 
wetlands in the area. Agricultural use also occurs in this area as there are stock and domestic 
users and take and use licences supplied from the lower reaches of the Loddon River. 

Entitlements to water in the Loddon Basin are outlined in Table 4-16.

Table 4-16: Entitlements held in the Loddon Basin

Water entitlements

Bulk Entitlement (Loddon System – Goulburn-Murray Water) Conversion Order 2005 

• High-reliability water shares – Loddon

• Low-reliability water shares – Loddon 

• Bulk Entitlement (Loddon River – Environmental Reserve) Order 2005

• Bulk Entitlement (Loddon System – Part Maryborough – Central Highlands Water) 
Conversion Order 2005

• Bulk Entitlement (Loddon System – Coliban Water) Conversion Order 2005

• Goulburn supplement

Bulk Entitlement (Bullarook system – Goulburn-Murray Water) Conversion Order 2009

• High-reliability water shares – Bullarook 
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Water entitlements

• Low-reliability water shares – Bullarook 

• Bulk Entitlement (Bullarook System – Central Highlands Water) Conversion Order 2009

• Environmental Entitlement (Birch Creek – Bullarook System) 2009

Bulk Entitlement (Creswick) Conversion Order 2004

Bulk Entitlement (Daylesford –Hepburn Springs) Conversion Order 2004

Bulk Entitlement (Evansford – Talbot System – Part Maryborough – Central Highlands Water) 
Conversion Order 2006

Bulk Entitlement (Lexton) Conversion Order 2004

Take and use licences – unregulated surface water

As well as the entitlements outlined here, water is harvested in the Loddon Basin from farm 
dams (or runoff dams) under section 8 rights. The capacity of farm dams for Loddon Basin is 
estimated based on GIS mapping. See Chapter 11. 

4.3.5.4 Environmental assets and water for the environment

The waterways of the Loddon Basin support a number of ecological values. Native fish are 
present, particularly in the upper catchment, and river blackfish are found in Tullaroop and 
Serpentine creeks. The rare Murray-Darling rainbow fish are found in the middle sections of the 
Loddon River. Pyramid Creek supports large-bodied native fish such as golden perch, Murray 
cod and silver perch and is an important corridor for fish migration between the Loddon and 
Murray systems.

In the Loddon Basin held environmental water is made up of these components:

• Bulk Entitlement (Loddon River – Environmental Water Reserve) Order 2005

• The Environmental Entitlement (Birch Creek – Bullarook System) 2009

• High-reliability water shares and low-reliability water shares held by the Commonwealth 
Environmental Water Holder for the environment 

• High-reliability water shares water shares held by the VEWH for the Snowy River

There is no planned environmental water in the Loddon system.

For more information about how much water is held in each entitlement listed above see 
Appendix E or the entitlements on the Victorian Water Register for more information about 
environmental water management see Chapter 12.

4.3.6 Significant connections in the Northern Victoria water resource plan area

Figure 4-1 maps the significant hydrological connections between water resource plan areas, 
and within water resource plan areas. The Basin Plan describes the SDL resource units and 
labels which apply here. Significant hydrological connectivity means there is a clear connection 
between different resources and a high likelihood of impacts from the use of one resource on the 
other.

4.3.6.1 Significant connections between water resource plan areas

The Basin Plan requires Victoria’s North and Murray Water Resource Plan to identify and have 
regard to the water resources that have a significant hydrological connection with other water 
resources. Significant connections are outlined below. 
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The Northern Victoria water resource plan area (SW3) is connected to the Victorian Murray 
water resource plan area (SW2) because all the major rivers in the Northern Victoria water 
resource plan area run into the Murray River and contribute resources to the Murray River in 
accordance with the sharing arrangements defined in the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement. 

The Ovens River (SS4) flows into the River Murray (SS2) below Lake Hume (see Section 4.3.1, the 
Broken River (SS5), via the Broken Creek flows into the River Murray (SS2) at Barmah (see Section 
4.3.2), the Goulburn River (SS6) flows into the River Murray (SS2) upstream of Echuca (see 
Section 4.3.3), the Campaspe River (SS7) flows into the River Murray (SS2) at Echuca (see Section 
4.3.4), the Loddon River (SS8) flows into the Little Murray River (SS2) which flows into the River 
Murray at Swan Hill (see Section 4.3.5). 

Although all these rivers flow directly into the River Murray for the purpose of Victoria’s North 
and Murray Water Resource Plan, it is considered that they connect only to the Victorian Murray 
water resource plan area (SW2) which then connects to the New South Wales Murray and Lower 
Darling water resource plan area (SW8).

Water can be diverted from the Northern Victoria water resource plan (SW3) area to the 
Victorian Murray water resource plan area (SW2) through channels to supply irrigation areas 
located in the Victorian Murray water resource plan area, such as the Murray Valley Irrigation 
Area that can receive water from the Goulburn Basin via the East Goulburn Main Channel.

4.3.6.2 Significant connections between SDL resource units

The Broken River (SS5) flows into the Goulburn River (SS6) at Shepparton, and the water entering 
the Goulburn River is managed as inflows as per the Bulk Entitlement (Eildon-Goulburn Weir) 
Conversion Order 1995 or as an Inter-Valley Transfer as per the trading rules (see Section 4.3.2).

The Goulburn River (SS6) connects to the Campaspe and the Loddon systems via the Waranga 
Western Channel (see Section 4.3.3). This water is managed under the Bulk Entitlement (Eildon-
Goulburn Weir) Conversion Order 1995. Water can also flow from the Campaspe and Loddon 
rivers into the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation Area in the form of supplements (see Section 4.3.3.3). 
The rules are outlined in the respective bulk entitlements. 

The Goulburn River (SS6) connects to Lake Eppalock (SS7) via the Waranga Western Channel 
and the Goldfields Superpipe, which then also connects to Bendigo in the Loddon system (SS8) 
and further on to outside the Murray-Darling Basin to supply water to White Swan Reservoir, 
which is a storage for Ballarat. The Goldfields Superpipe can also source water from the 
Campaspe Basin and deliver it to White Swan Reservoir.

The Goulburn system (SS6) connects to outside the Murray-Darling Basin via the Silver and 
Wallaby Creeks which are tributaries of the Goulburn River, which are diverted at their 
headwaters via a diversion aqueduct which connects to the Melbourne headworks system. The 
Goulburn River also connects to the Melbourne headworks system via the North-South Pipeline. 
The rules relating to these connections are in the bulk entitlements and the statement of 
obligations. 

The Campaspe River (SS7) connects to the Loddon system (SS8) via the Waranga Western 
Channel which transports water from east to west. The Coliban River, a tributary of the 
Campaspe River (SS7), supplies water to Bendigo from Malmsbury Reservoir via the Coliban 
Main Channel (see Figure 4-1).

4.3.6.3 Significant connections between surface water and groundwater 

The Ovens River (SS4), Broken River (SS5), Goulburn River (SS6), Campaspe River (SS7) and 
Loddon system (SS8) are significantly connected to both Goulburn-Murray: Highlands (GS8b) 
and Goulburn-Murray: Sedimentary Plain (GC8c) SDL resource units.
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4.3.6.4 Other non-significant connections

The Goulburn system is connected to the Wimmera-Mallee water resource plan area at the far 
west end of the Waranga Western Channel and supplies towns which lie outside the Northern 
Victoria water resource plan area, including Quambatook. 

The South West Loddon Pipeline also creates a link between the Northern Victoria water 
resource plan area and the Wimmera-Mallee water resource plan area. This link supplies stock 
and domestic water to rural communities surrounding the town of Wedderburn. This pipeline can 
source water from the Waranga Western Channel and the Wimmera Mallee Pipeline. Stage 2 of 
the project will also connect towns and rural customers in the Loddon Basin. 

Landholders along the Victorian side of the River Murray and water corporations that source 
water from the Murray River can divert water from the Victorian Murray water resource plan 
area for use in the Northern Victoria water resource plan area and the Wimmera Mallee water 
resource plan area. Some of these diversions can be large, but the use is at a customer scale 
and does not connect to other systems, so it is not considered significant. 

1. Victoria's North and Murray Water Resource Plan was prepared having regard to 
the management and use of water resources that have a significant hydrological 
connection to the water resources in the water resource plan area. The following 
significant connections have been identified between the Victorian Murray water 
resource plan area and the Northern Victoria water resource plan area:

a. the Ovens River, Broken River (via Broken Creek), Goulburn River, Campaspe 
River and Loddon River have a significant hydrological connection with the 
River Murray. These rivers are in the Northern Victoria water resource plan 
area, however connect through to the River Murray via the Victorian Murray 
water resource plan area. The connections in the River Murray relate to the New 
South Wales Murray and Lower Darling water resource plan area, and the South 
Australian River Murray water resource plan area;

b. the Goulburn River has a significant connection to the River Murray via the 
East Goulburn Main Channel which comes off the Goulburn River and diverts 
water into the Lower Broken Creek and the Murray Irrigation Area connecting 
the Northern Victorian water resource plan area to the Victorian Murray water 
resource plan area. 

2. Where surface water is significantly hydrologically connected from the Northern 
Victoria water resource plan area and the Victorian Murray water resource plan 
area into the River Murray the connected resources are primarily managed through 
the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement.

3. Where surface water is significantly hydrologically connected within Victoria, bulk 
entitlements issued under the Water Act 1989 (Vic) contain arrangements for the 
management of those resources. Rules relating to system management and in 
setting those rules consideration is given as to how water is taken by individual 
users from the system. 

AND

1. In the Northern Victoria water resource plan area, the following resources have a 
significant hydrological connection:

a. the Broken River flows into the Goulburn River;

b. the Goulburn River is connected to the Campaspe River and the Loddon River 
via the Waranga Western Channel;

Basin Plan 
s10.05(b)
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c. the Goulburn River (via the Waranga Western Channel) is connected to the 
Campaspe system (Lake Eppalock) via the Goldfields superpipe;

d. the Goulburn system is connected to resources outside the Basin in Southern 
Victoria via an aqueduct transfer from Silver and Wallaby Creeks to Yan Yean 
Reservoir the Melbourne headworks system;

e. the Goulburn River is connected to resources outside the Basin in Southern 
Victoria (from the Waranga Western Channel to Sugarloaf Reservoir in the 
Melbourne headworks system) via the North-South pipeline; 

f. the Goulburn River is connected to resources outside the Basin in Southern 
Victoria (from the Waranga Western Channel to White Swan Reservoir in the 
Ballarat urban water supply system) via the Goldfields Superpipe;

g. the Campaspe River is connected to the Loddon River via the Waranga Western 
Channel;

h. the Campaspe Basin (Lake Eppalock) is connected to the Loddon Basin via the 
Eppalock-Bendigo pipeline (to supply Bendigo);

i. the Coliban River (Campaspe Basin) is connected to the Loddon Basin via the 
Coliban Main Channel (to supply Bendigo);

j. the Campaspe system is connected to resources outside the Basin in Southern 
Victoria (from Lake Eppalock to White Swan Reservoir in the Ballarat urban 
water supply system) via the Goldfields Superpipe.

2. Where surface water is significantly hydrologically connected within Victoria, bulk 
entitlements issued under the Water Act 1989 (Vic) contain arrangements for the 
management of those resources. In setting rules relating to system management 
consideration is given as to how and where water is taken by individual users from 
the system.

<<end of accredited text for s10.05(b) of the Basin Plan>>
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4.4 Goulburn-Murray groundwater basin/water resource plan area

In the Goulburn-Murray water resource plan area there are five groundwater catchments, and, 
like surface water catchments water in groundwater catchments has a northerly and westerly 
flow towards the River Murray. The catchments in the Goulburn-Murray water resource plan area 
are, Upper Murray, Ovens, Goulburn Broken, Campaspe and Loddon. The resources and water 
sharing instruments in each catchment are described below. The groundwater management 
unit boundaries in Goulburn-Murray Water’s administrative area are shown in Figure 2-4.

Groundwater resources in the Goulburn-Murray water resource plan area are managed by 
Goulburn–Murray Water (GMW), which as the Minister’s delegate, issues licences for 
groundwater use and bore construction and also carries out the development and 
implementation of groundwater management plans. 

As described in Chapter 2 , Victoria uses groundwater catchments for planning and reporting on 
groundwater conditions. These areas represent regions of connected groundwater resources 
and are based on groundwater flow systems, as well as administration and surface water 
management boundaries. The Victorian Water Act provides the legislative arrangements for the 
delegated authority to manage take of all groundwater resources. 

Areas with intensive use of groundwater may either be covered by a water supply protection 
area or a groundwater management area. Water supply protection areas are declared under 
section 27 of the Victorian Water Act. Following a declaration, a management plan is prepared 
by the delegated authority and approved by the Minister to establish additional rules to manage 
the resources and address the local risks. Areas of less intensive use but which still require 
management are managed in line with local management plans prepared by the delegated 
authority local management rules. Local management plans describe how the authority 
manages the resources including management tools for dry conditions. For areas without 
intensive use groundwater take is managed in line with the Victorian Water Act and department 
policies.

Permissible consumptive volumes (PCVs) are limits which are set by the Minister for Water and 
limit the volume of water that may be taken for consumptive use. These have been set for all 
groundwater management areas and water supply protection areas, except the Upper Ovens 
River water supply protection area where a PCV is not required because the statutory 
management plan prevents additional licensed volume being issued. PCVs are an important tool 
to protect the environment and the reliability for existing entitlements. 

The Basin Plan splits resources in the Goulburn-Murray water resource plan area into four SDL 
resource units, these are:

• Goulburn-Murray: Shepparton Irrigation Region (GS8a) - All groundwater in the Shepparton 
Irrigation Region water supply protection area to a depth of 25 metres below the land surface 

• Goulburn-Murray: Highlands (GS8b) - All groundwater in the outcropping Palaeozoic rocks (or 
the in situ weathered horizon where it is within 5 metres of the surface) from the land surface 
to 200 metres below the surface 

• Goulburn-Murray: Sedimentary Plain (GS8c) - All groundwater from the land surface to 
200 metres below the surface or 50 metres below the base of the Tertiary sediments, 
whichever is the deeper, excluding groundwater in GS8a 

• Goulburn-Murray: deep (GS8d) - All groundwater, excluding groundwater in items GS8a, GS8b 
and GS8c 

For more information see Chapter 2.

Victorian management groundwater units are geographically based and while Basin Plan 
groundwater management units (SDL resource unit) are laterally based. Therefore, within each 
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Victorian groundwater management unit there will be more than one Basin Plan SDL resource 
unit. For example, in the Goulburn-Murray: Highlands SDL resource unit runs across all 
groundwater catchments, surface water SDL resource units and multiple groundwater 
management units.

Goulburn-Murray: Shepparton Irrigation Region SDL resource unit is the section of the 
sedimentary plain which is located under the GMID where due to the irrigation district, 
groundwater is managed to promote usage to reduce the impact of rising water tables and 
salinity on land.

The Goulburn-Murray: Highlands SDL resource unit is situated in the south of Goulburn-Murray 
water resource plan area and is recharged from rainfall into the fractured rock aquifers.

The Goulburn-Murray: Sedimentary Plain SDL resource unit, which includes (from oldest to most 
recent) the Renmark formation, the Calivil formation, the Shepparton Formation and 
Coonambidgal Formation aquifer. The most recent units overlie and confine the older deeper 
units, however, the depth and thickness of each formation also reflects the shape of the basin.

The Goulburn-Murray: deep SDL resource unit underlies the Highlands and Sedimentary Plain 
and is not considered significantly hydrologically/hydraulically connected anywhere. There is a 
high degree of connectivity between the larger SDL resource units, especially the units 
horizontally and vertically adjacent to each other. This is shown in Table 4-17.

Table 4-17: Surface water to groundwater connectivity

Connected to these groundwater SDL resource units

SS2 Victorian 
Murray

GS8b – Goulburn-
Murray: Highlands

GS8c – Goulburn-
Murray: Sedimentary 
Plain

SS3 Kiewa GS8b – Goulburn-
Murray: Highlands

GS8c – Goulburn-
Murray: Sedimentary 
Plain

SS4 Ovens GS8b – Goulburn-
Murray: Highlands

GS8c – Goulburn-
Murray: Sedimentary 
Plain

SS5 Broken GS8a – Goulburn-
Murray: Shepparton 
Irrigation Region

GS8b – Goulburn-
Murray: Highlands

GS8c – Goulburn-
Murray: Sedimentary 
Plain

SS6 Goulburn GS8a – Goulburn-
Murray: Shepparton 
Irrigation Region

GS8b – Goulburn-
Murray: Highlands

GS8c – Goulburn-
Murray: Sedimentary 
Plain

SS7 Campaspe GS8a – Goulburn-
Murray: Shepparton 
Irrigation Region

GS8b – Goulburn-
Murray: Highlands

GS8c – Goulburn-
Murray: Sedimentary 
Plain

SS8 Loddon GS8b – Goulburn-
Murray: Highlands

GS8c – Goulburn-
Murray: Sedimentary 
Plain

Across the boarder, Victorian groundwater SDL resource units are connected to equivalent SDL 
resource units in New South Wales where they have similar hyrdogeological profiles. The four 
New South Wales groundwater SDL resource units that are situated along the boarder with their 
Victorian equivalents are shown in Table 4-18.
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Table 4-18: Victoria – New South Wales Groundwater Connectivity

New South 
Wales SDL 
resource units

Victorian groundwater resources Victorian SDL resource units

GS20 – Lachlan 
Fold Belt MDB

Hydrogeologically equivalent to 
GS8b – Goulburn-Murray: 
Highlands

GS8b – Goulburn-Murray: 
Highlands

GS8c – Goulburn-Murray: 
Sedimentary Plain

GS27a – Lower 
Murray Shallow 
Alluvium

Hydrogeologically equivalent to 
GS8a – Goulburn-Murray: 
Shepparton Irrigation Region and 
GS8c – Goulburn-Murray: 
Sedimentary Plain

GS8a – Goulburn-Murray: 
Shepparton Irrigation Region

GS8c – Goulburn-Murray: 
Sedimentary Plain

GS27b – Lower 
Murray Deep 
Alluvium

Hydrogeologically equivalent to 
GS8c – Goulburn-Murray: 
Sedimentary Plain

GS8c – Goulburn-Murray: 
Sedimentary Plain

GS46 – Upper 
Murray Alluvium

Hydrogeologically equivalent to 
GS8c – Goulburn-Murray: 
Sedimentary Plain

GS8c – Goulburn-Murray: 
Sedimentary Plain

Note: connections between the New South Wales and Victorian units occur at the boundary of 
the units - that is, the connectivity and potential flow of groundwater will occur at the border of 
New South Wales and Victoria.

1. Victoria’s North and Murray Water Resource Plan was prepared having 
regard to the management and use of water resources that have a significant 
hydrological connection to the water resources in the water resource plan area. For 
groundwater to surface water connections:

a. the Goulburn-Murray: Shepparton Irrigation Region SDL resource unit is 
significantly connected to surface water in the Campaspe, Goulburn and Broken 
SDL resource units.

b. the Goulburn-Murray: Sedimentary Plain SDL resource unit is significantly 
connected to surface water (in the Kiewa, Ovens, Goulburn, Broken, Campaspe 
and Loddon SDL resource units) except where it underlies the Shepparton 
Irrigation Region SDL resource unit (GS8a). In the Upper Ovens River Water 
Supply Protection Area where groundwater and surface water are highly 
connected, groundwater in the Goulburn-Murray: Sedimentary Plain SDL 
resource unit (GS8c) is managed under rules consistent with surface water.

c. the Goulburn-Murray: Highlands SDL resource unit (GS8b) is significantly 
connected to surface water in the Victorian Murray, Kiewa, Ovens, Goulburn, 
Broken, Campaspe and Loddon SDL resource units. Typically, a 1:1 relationship 
is assumed, however there is a delayed response to pumping and the impact of 
taking groundwater from the Highlands SDL resource unit is extended over the 
year.

2. Where groundwater and surface water is significantly hydrologically connected, 
where connection is local to regional but is not of a similar timing volume or 
reliability, consideration will be given to the need to cap the total available take 
from licensed groundwater use for the area location for construction of bores for 
both licensed and domestic and stock to prevent unacceptable drawdown in the 
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water table at the connected feature, and for issuing licences to take to prevent 
unacceptable drawdown in the water table at the connected feature.

<<end of accredited text for s10.05(b) of the Basin Plan>>

4.4.1 Upper Murray groundwater catchment

The Upper Murray groundwater catchment is located in north-east Victoria and lies within part 
of the River Murray Basin. The Upper Murray groundwater catchment extends from the Victorian 
Alps to the River Murray. Major rural centres in the catchment include Omeo, Tallangatta and 
Corryong.

In the Upper Murray Basin the shallow aquifer system consists predominately of outcropping 
Palaeozoic-aged sedimentary rocks intruded in places by granites which are surrounded by 
associated metamorphic rocks. Older volcanic basalts cover a small area in the south of the 
Upper Murray Basin. Many of the streams have significant alluvial deposits along their tracts. 
The bulk of the resource is fresh, however a small region containing groundwater of marginal 
quality is located in the south east corner of the Upper Murray Basin.

The Upper Murray groundwater catchment contains the Upper Murray and Kiewa groundwater 
management areas, for which plans were approved in June 2014, and a small part of the Upper 
Ovens River water supply protection area. Groundwater resources supply licence entitlements, 
domestic and stock use and the town of Dinner Plain.

4.4.2 Ovens groundwater catchment

The Ovens groundwater catchment is located in northern Victoria. It extends from the River Murray 
in the north to the Great Dividing Range in the south, and contains the Kiewa and Ovens basins.

Within the Ovens Basin there are two shallow aquifer systems. In the northern half of the Ovens 
Basin, ‘shoe string’ sands are randomly distributed throughout the predominantly silty and 
clayey Shepparton formation of the riverine plain. However, it is widely used for stock and 
domestic purposes and for irrigation. Palaeozoic basement rocks composed of folded sediment, 
metamorphic rock and granite underlie the southern half of the Ovens Basin, and extend up the 
western boundary and also the Baranduda and Pilot Ranges. Aquifers in these rocks yield 
relatively fresh water from fractures and weathered profiles.

A deep sand aquifer known as the Cavil/Renmark Aquifer underlies the Shepparton formation in 
the north where is lies approximately 80 to 100 metres below the surface. This is confined 
downstream of Wangaratta but is unconfined and shallower upstream. Dredging for gold 
occurred as far upstream as Harrietville, and most of the finer silts and clays normally found in 
rivers valley were washed out in the search for gold, leaving behind sands that result in highly 
connected alluvial aquifers along the valley floor.

Groundwater is also found in the highly fractured bedrock in the Goulburn-Murray: Highlands 
SDL resource unit and underlying basement to the valley floor in the Upper Ovens River water 
supply protection area, which are referred to as Zone 2 in the management plan.

Groundwater quality in the Ovens Basin is generally good, especially that yielded from Calivil/
Renmark formation and the basement aquifer. The Shepparton formation aquifer in the 
northern third of the Ovens Basin contains groundwater of variable quality.

The Ovens groundwater catchment contains the Barnawartha groundwater management area, 
Lower Ovens groundwater management area, Upper Ovens River water supply protection area. 
The Upper Ovens River water supply protection area management plan (GMW, 2012) manages 
groundwater in the unconsolidated sedimentary aquifer as a connected system with surface 
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water. Groundwater is also used as a backup supply for Wangaratta and six other towns in the 
area.

Groundwater in the Ovens groundwater catchment is an available urban water option supply for 
Bright and Wangaratta.

4.4.3 Goulburn Broken groundwater catchment

The Goulburn Broken groundwater catchment is located in northern Victoria and contains the 
Goulburn and Broken River basins. The hydrogeology of this groundwater catchment includes 
two distinct geological regions — the highlands of bedrock with sedimentary valleys in the south 
and the plains with layers of sedimentary aquifers in the north.

For the southern portion of Goulburn Broken, the basin in the highlands, shallow aquifers occur 
in the Palaeozoic basement rocks of folded sediments, metamorphic and granite, whereas in the 
northern portion contains the riverine plain, the shallow aquifer is a complex network of 
shoestring sands of the Shepparton Formation. The deep aquifer system is restricted to the 
north of the Goulburn Broken Basin in the buried sand sheet of the Calivil/Renmark Aquifer.

Groundwater quality varies throughout the. Usable resources lie mostly in the far north and the 
south with these areas containing good quality water. The minor resources in the Goulburn 
Broken Basin are mostly located in the central region and quality is generally brackish. The 
shallow aquifer systems of the Goulburn Basin occur in three main hydrogeological situations. 
The Shepparton Formation aquifer lies throughout the northern section and is composed of 
shoestring sands amongst silt and clay. The quality of groundwater contained in this aquifer is 
generally brackish. The remaining central and southern portion of the Goulburn Broken Basin 
comprises outcropping basement rocks overlain by Quaternary alluvial sand and gravel in the 
valleys within the highlands. Groundwater in these two units is largely of good quality. 

A deep aquifer system in the form of buried sand sheet known as the Calivil/Renmark Aquifer is 
found in the far north of the Goulburn Broken Basin at a depth of more than 80 metres 
underlying the Shepparton Formation.

The total groundwater resource is estimated to be 53,800 ML per year. More than 70 percent of 
the usable resource is of brackish quality, with the remainder of marginal quality. The minor 
resource is generally of fresh to brackish quality. Bores are concentrated in the north-east of the 
Goulburn Broken Basin, where water quality varies from brackish to saline. Less saline waters are 
drawn from those bores sunk in the western section of the Goulburn Broken Basin. The water 
quality usually declines from east to west. (see Chapter 14 and Appendix A for more information 
on water quality).

The Goulburn Broken groundwater catchment contains the West Goulburn groundwater 
management area, Mid Goulburn groundwater management area, most of the Shepparton 
Irrigation Region groundwater management area which also extends into the Campaspe 
groundwater catchment, the Strathbogie groundwater management area, the Upper Goulburn 
groundwater management area, Eildon groundwater management area and the Katunga water 
supply protection area. 

Groundwater resources supply irrigation, domestic and stock use and urban use in Katunga and 
Strathmerton.

4.4.4 Campaspe groundwater catchment

The shallow aquifers predominant in the Campaspe Basin are the sandy units within the 
Shepparton Formation in the north, the Quaternary alluvial deposits scattered in the central 
and southern zone, and the minor aquifer of Palaeozoic basement rocks throughout the 
southern part of the Campaspe Basin, overlain in places by volcanic rock aquifers.
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Underlying the more extensive Shepparton Formation is the Calivil/Renmark deep aquifer which 
is in the north and follows the Campaspe River valley north of Lake Eppalock. Bores drawing on 
this aquifer system are concentrated around Rochester where the water is used for irrigation. 
The reduction in the hydraulic pressure in the aquifer caused by this development would also 
have the additional benefit of reducing the onset of regional land salinity for the Campaspe 
Basin.

Most of the usable resource is considered of marginal quality, while the minor resource is 
generally brackish. Groundwater is generally more saline in the central and northern sections of 
the Campaspe Basin while better quality water is drawn from southern bores.

A local management plan approved by GMW applies to the Central Mineral Springs 
Groundwater Management Area and the Shepparton Irrigation Region Groundwater 
Management Area. The Lower Campaspe Valley water supply protection area management plan 
approved by the Minister for Water operates in the Campaspe groundwater catchment.

The Campaspe groundwater catchment contains the Lower Campaspe Valley water supply 
protection area, part of the Shepparton Irrigation Region groundwater management area which 
extends into the Goulburn Broken catchment, part of the Central Victorian Mineral Springs 
groundwater management area which extends into the Loddon catchment. Groundwater 
resources supply irrigation, domestic and stock use and the towns of Elmore and Trentham. 

4.4.5 Loddon groundwater catchment

The Loddon groundwater catchment is located in the northern region and broadly corresponds 
with the Loddon Basin. The catchment covers an area between Creswick and Swan Hill. 
Neighbouring groundwater catchments are Avoca to the west, Otway-Torquay to the south and 
Campaspe to the east.

The riverine plain in the north of the Loddon Basin is underlain by the shallow shoestring sand 
aquifers of the Shepparton Formation. These sands are surrounded by a matrix of clay and silt. 
The watertable in the far north is very shallow and in places actually outcrops. Where the 
watertable is shallow, the groundwater is highly saline and there is significant land salinisation. 
The quality of groundwater in the Loddon River valley improves towards the south. Within the 
highlands, the shallow aquifer system is represented by the Newer Volcanics and Quaternary 
alluvium associated with the present drainage system. Elsewhere the minor and heterogeneous 
fractured rock aquifers occur in the Palaeozoic basement of folded sediments, granite and 
metamorphics. Only 20 percent of the divertible resource is considered fresh, the remainder 
being marginal to saline, and all of the minor resource is brackish.

The Loddon groundwater catchment includes the Mid-Loddon groundwater management area, 
Loddon Highlands water supply protection area, and part of the Central Victorian Mineral 
Springs groundwater management area which extends into the Campaspe catchment. 

Groundwater is used for irrigation, commercial, domestic and stock use and also to supply the 
six towns of Clunes, Daylesford, Forest Hill, Learmonth, Maryborough and Waubra.

4.4.6 Significant groundwater connections in the Goulburn-Murray water resource plan area

The Basin Plan requires water resource plans to be prepared having regard to the management 
and use of any water resources which have a significant hydrological connection to the water 
resources of the water resource plan area, and describe the way in regard has been had (section 
10.05 of the Basin Plan). Significant hydrological connectivity means there is a clear connection 
between different resources and a high likelihood of impacts from the use of one resource on the 
other. 
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Basin Plan also requires water resource plans to describe the rules for groundwater trade and 
this requires an assessment of sufficient hydraulic connectivity (sections 12.24 (a), 12.25(a) and 
12.26(a) of the Basin Plan). Sufficient hydraulic connectivity is considered to exist in a 
groundwater system through which groundwater may flow, which has discrete boundaries and 
which has areas of groundwater recharge and discharge. It may include a single aquifer, a group 
of connected aquifers, or groundwater and surface water elements in conjunction, that are 
connected by a groundwater flow path. 

The groundwater in within the Goulburn-Murray water resource plan area SDL resource units 
are all connected along the boundaries or the SDL resource units to varying degrees. Significant 
connections are noted between Goulburn-Murray: Highlands SDL resource unit and the 
Goulburn-Murray: Sedimentary Plain SDL resource unit along flow pathways, between 
Goulburn-Murray: Shepparton Irrigation Region SDL resource unit and the Goulburn-Murray: 
Sedimentary Plain SDL resource unit, and to outside the Goulburn-Murray water resource plan 
area to southern and western Victoria to Lower Murray Alluvium shallow; Shepparton Formation 
and deep; Renmark Group and Calivil Formation. 

1. Victoria’s North and Murray Water Resource Plan was prepared having regard to 
the management and use of water resources that have a significant hydrological 
connection to the water resources in the water resource plan area. In the Goulburn-
Murray water resource plan area the following significant hydrological connections 
are identified:

a. Goulburn-Murray: Shepparton Irrigation Region (GS8a) is connected to 
Goulburn-Murray: Sedimentary Plain (GS8c)

b. Goulburn-Murray: Highlands (GS8b) is connected to Goulburn-Murray: 
Sedimentary Plain (GS8c)

c. Goulburn-Murray: Sedimentary Plain (GS8c) is connected to Lower Murray 
Shallow Alluvium (GS27a), Lower Murray Deep Alluvium (GS27b) 

d. Goulburn-Murray: Sedimentary Plain (GS8c) is connected to Southern Victoria 
outside of the Basin.

2. The Renmark aquifer within the Goulburn–Murray water resource plan area 
extends into the Wimmera–Mallee: Sedimentary Plan SDL resource unit, and into 
New South Wales and South Australia. There is generally very little development of 
this aquifer in Goulburn–Murray water resource plan area where is underlies the 
Calivil formation and none in the Wimmera-Mallee (groundwater) water resource 
plan area where it is typically too saline for productive use, or too deep to be 
economically developed, or both. As such, the use of this resource is unlikely to have 
a material impact on the connected groundwater resources and is therefore not 
considered a significant connection for the purposes of the Basin Plan.

3. Management of connected resources occurs through establishment of 
groundwater management areas, declaring water supply protection areas under 
the Water Act 1989 (Vic) and mitigating third party impacts (including on the 
environment) through Victoria’s entitlement framework.

4. The groundwater resources along the border region of Victoria and NSW are 
variously contained within shared or common aquifers. Although cross border 
statutory arrangements are not currently in place to manage these shared 
aquifers, the existing state legislation in Victoria and New South Wales enables 
policy and management to deliver equitable water sharing of stock and domestic 
rights, groundwater entitlements and entitlements of linked surface water users 
and dependent or partially dependent ecosystems. In the Goulburn-Murray water 
resource plan area, these arrangements include prescriptions in the Katunga 
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WSPA and Lower Campaspe WSPA plans to limit use to permissible consumptive 
volumes, apply restrictions based on water level triggers and zone limits/intensity 
rules to limit licences and trades within a localised area. Groundwater level 
and salinity monitoring prescriptions are also included in these WSPA plans to 
monitor the groundwater resources. Victoria will continue to work with New South 
Wales to explore joint management arrangements for addressing the impacts of 
groundwater extraction in one state, on other uses across the border.

<<end of accredited text for s10.05(b) of the Basin Plan>>
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